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CLEAR CREEK BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
AGENDA
MARCH 8, 2022

Tuesday
SPECIAL ZOOM MEETING
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS REGULAR SESSION
6:00 p.m.

Public Comment

Members of the audience have three minutes to present a matter of concern to the Board. No official action may be taken
at this time.

6:00 p.m.
Public Hearing understand proposed name changes for Mount Evans and
receive public comment – Commissioner Wheelock

Members of the audience have three minutes to present a matter of concern to the Board. No official action may be taken
at this time.

6:00 p.m.

Executive Session to receive legal advice- Peter Lichtman

To join and listen to the meeting, please do the following:
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://zoom.us/j/167562115
Or Telephone:
Dial (for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US:
669 900 6833 or
346 248 7799 or
301 715 8592 or
312 626 6799 or
929 205 6099 or
253 215 8782
Webinar ID: 167 562 115
Or iPhone one-tap :
US:
669-900-6833,,167562115#
or
346-248-7799,,167562115#
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We are also streaming live via:
https://www.facebook.com/Clear-Creek-County-Colorado-130701711250/
OR
Stream live on KYGT at: www.clearcreekradio.com
OR
On your local radio: 102.7 FM or 103.9 FM

Clear Creek County Role in Potential Renaming Of Mount Evans
The Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board (CGNAB) and the US Board on Geographic
Names (BGN) intend to act this year on five proposals to change the name of Mount
Evans. Both have asked Clear Creek County for our official County recommendation to inform
their decisions. The mountain is currently named for former Colorado Territorial Governor John
Evans, who was in office during the Sand Creek Massacre of November 29, 1864.
Therefore, the County is holding a process described below to develop an official county
position. The final renaming decision will be made by the BGN, informed by the
recommendations of Native American Tribes, the US Forest Service, the CGNAB, Colorado
Governor Polis, Clear Creek County and the public.
To help inform our local decision, we have made direct requests for comment from the Ute
Tribes due to their history in the area; the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes in Oklahoma,
Wyoming and Montana due their history in the area and their presence at the Sand Creek
Massacre; and the family of Governor Evans. The public is also welcome to submit written
comment to the County at any time via County Executive Assistant Beth
Luther bluther@clearcreekcounty.us.
The five proposals for new names, with links to associated application documents are:
•

Mount Blue Sky (from the Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes)
o Mount Blue Sky proposal
o Mount Blue Sky BGN case summary
o Mt. Evans Mount Blue Sky Petition Nov 2020
o Cheyenne & Arapaho Tribal Tribune Nov 30, 2020
o
o
o

•

•

RMPBS Documentary: https://video.rmpbs.org/video/colorado-experience-sand-creekmassacre/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAr5iQBhCsARIsAPcwROPOwGOu2Cl7oIZ6YUd8hzCKZ6FYWVUOlOYtWIqwwsd3O4jOc3GaBAaAvV-EALw_wcB
The US Army's Massacre of Innocents: Sand Creek - RE:WIRE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRMfSCUZynU
Importance of Renaming Webinar:
https://zoom.us/rec/play/12A4MI_mtV3zs_EXsf3pTI8R2wnkw2SjaUk1LxTYWdss2BILUcvRtYCrjqvZBaZQK_ZiFV7zF-hmJpK.d7SjkIxNDBHFoxX?continueMode=true

Mount Cheyenne-Arapaho (from the Northern Cheyenne Tribe)
o Mount Cheyenne-Arapaho BGN case summary
o Northern Cheyenne Mount Cheyenne Arapaho letter
Mount Soule (from a private party)
o Mount Soule proposal
o Mount Soule BGN case summary
o NPS - The Life of Silas Soule

•

•

Silas Soule – The Sand Creek Massacre
Mount Rosalie (from a private party)
o Mount Rosalie proposal
o Mount Rosalie BGN case summary
Mount Evans (to be re-designated after a different Evans family member; from a private
party)
o Mount Evans proposal
o Mount Evans BGN case summary
o Anne Evans - Mt Evans summit register page
o Anne Evans - CMC member card
o

Additional Documents
To listen to a recording of an educational BOCC meeting held last year with both Cheyenne
and Arapaho participants, describing the impact of the Sand Creek Massacre on their people,
click here.
The BOCC on Feb. 1 endorsed the following sequence in order to arrive at its
recommendation.
•

On March 1 at 10:00 AM we'll give the proponent of each proposal 10 minutes to
present with a 5 minute Q&A in a session of about 1 1/2 hours, with no public comment
other than what appears in chat. We don't want to ignite debate or subject any
proponent to abusive oral comments. We'll then add a video of that session to our
posted links.

•

On March 8 at 6:00 PM we'll hold a public comment session for as long as it takes,
generally allowing 3 minutes per person. You are welcome to comment to us in that
meeting.

•

On March 15 at 1:00 PM we'll have an action session, beginning with any final public
comment, followed by our BOCC discussion and the decision on our opinion. We'll pass
that decision on to the CGNAB and BGN.

•

The Zoom link for all 3 March meetings is: HTTPS://ZOOM.US/J/167562115

Final Steps
•
•
•

The CGNAB will then likely go through a 3-meeting process to determine
their recommendation.
Governor Polis will then decide whether to act on that recommendation, and send a
letter to the BGN.
The BGN will make a final decision, based on all comments, and after having reached
out to all indigenous tribes in the country for their opinion.

To comment directly to the state and federal entities:
Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board
Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us
Colorado Governor Jared Polis
Governorpolis@state.co.us
U.S. Board of Geographic Names (BGN - Federal)
bgnexec@usgs.gov

February 24, 2021
Dear Clear Creek County Commissioners:

I support tribal sovereignty and decision making and I write you requesting that
you approve authorization of renaming Mt. Evans and Squaw Mt in Colorado.
Renaming sacred spaces from harmful to empowering names uplift our Native
communities, both urban and rural. It honors Native traditions and signifies the
strength of their past, present, and future generations. I stand in solidarity with
tribes in wanting to see Mt. Evans and Squaw Mt. renamed. We need to think of
these lands as sacred as Native Americans do. Real equity is a restoration of
sources of life that are held sacred and for future generations that this will make
a difference.

I realize it takes a lot of work to rename a landmark and I appreciate your
consideration of renaming both Mt. Evans and Squaw Mountain in Colorado. It is
time to look at Colorado history and see how we have affected Native American
communities and beyond. It is important to include tribal representatives in
these decisions as we took their lands and broke all treaties to repay them.
Renaming is a small but significant way to repair the damage our ancestors did to
Native people.
It is time to learn the history of our lands in Colorado and make amends for the
displacement and savage killing of Native people. Other States are going through
this process and can be used as examples of how we can restore justice and
respect to Native communities. I know in Phoenix, Arizona they renamed Squaw
Peak and other areas. This honors people who came here before the white man
and it doesn’t take anything away from those of us who are White.
I hope you will take my request seriously and please update me on your
progress.
Thank you,

Janet Heimer

2216 Bluff St.

Boulder Colorado

06/01/2021
Support renaming of geographic locations in Clear Creek County
Shauna Jacobs
801-688-8363
shaunalovesnature@gmail.com
•
•
•
•

consider herself ally to indigenous people
been with Lila June on other efforts
important that the name important to remember the history of the indigenous
people with a name to empower them.
Thank you for taking the time to collect these comments and hopes we change
the name.

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Madeline Murphy <madsmurphyy@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 25, 2021 9:05 AM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Rename Mt. Evans

Hi there,
I am writing to you to please rename Mt. Evan's to Mt. Blue. The mountain itself deserves a name of respect and beauty.
The name Mt. Evan's reminds Native American's of the terrible trauma their people faced by John Evan's actions.
Thank you,
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Maddy Murphy

☽ Breathwork Facilitator ☾
☯ Yogi | 200 RYT | 300hr RYT in training
@madsmurphy
@bodybreathworkbymaddy
C: 440-728-0585
“I am not fully healed, I am not fully wise, I am still on my way. What matters is that I am moving forward.” Yung
Pueblo
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

B Nash <b.jnash29@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 9:48 PM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Support for Tribal Renaming of Sacred Mountains

Dear Clear Creek County Board of Advisors,
Today is March 3rd also known as 303 Day! I’ve been enough to call Colorado home my entire life. This
beautiful land of red rock, sweeping plains and 14,000ft peaks holds every part of my heart and soul. In the last
year, I’ve learned so much more about the original Native inhabitants of Colorado and I find it necessary to
stand in sovereignty with them at every turn.
I am vocalizing my allied support for renaming the sacred Indigenous spaces of Mount Evans and Sq**w
Mountain. Please read further for the justification of this name change.
As you may well know, John Evans was the territorial governor of Colorado from 1862 to 1865. He had direct
action in enabling and driving the Sand Creek Massacre, which resulted in the deaths of 230+ Arapaho and
Cheyenne peoples. Between 1849 and 1880 there were nine treaties that: declared peace, rescinded peace,
offered reparations after the massacre, then forcibly removed Cheyenne, Arapaho, Ute and other plains
Natives from their homes.
Sq**w was used by white settlers to refer to Indigenous women. Today, the word is collectively seen by
Indigenous people as a slur that is sexist, racist and dehumanizing.
Not only are both of these names honoring of colonial massacre, misogyny and violence, they do not
accurately represent the relationship that humans can have with the land. In renaming these places for Tribal
honor, Colorado citizens can begin reshaping and relearning what it means to be in companionship with the
Earth that we love so much here.
This effort is sought as land acknowledgement reparations for the original inhabitants of this land we know as
Colorado. Indigenous people deserve to feel safe and honored in their ancestral home. I advocate fully in
support of renaming Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mt to begin making those necessary changes.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration.

Kindly,
Bea Nash
b.jnash29@gmail.com
303‐242‐7163
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kensuz49@gmail.com
Thursday, April 15, 2021 7:11 AM
Beth Luther
renaming MT. Evans and Squaw Creek

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to support the name change of Mt. Evans and Squaw Mountain to names that are agreeable and suitable to
Native people. We have done this in South Dakota, renaming Harney Peak which was named after a military leader in
Custer’s army who made atrocious acts of killing toward the Lakota. The mountain is now called Black Elk Peak after a
Lakota teacher and leader. This is a step in the direction of reparation toward our Lakota sisters and brothers. In view of
Black Lives Matter and a host of other social movements, this only makes sense to name peaks names that are not
insulting to native people. I hope you will use your influence to change the names of these places.
Suzan Nolan, Rapid City, SD
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04/21/21
Voicemail message from:
Dr. Nelson and Mrs. Sanders
303-594-9202
303-674-2718
Long time Clear Creek County residents.
Do not support the renaming of Mount Evans, Squaw Mountain or Squaw Pass Road.
Understand the sensitive nature of the discussion but it is going too far to rename
everything.

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lia Presnell <liapresnell1@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 7:30 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming Squaw Mountain and Mt. Evans

Hello,
I am writing to express my support for the renaming of both Squaw Mountain and Mt. Evans. I support the tribal
petitions for both and respect tribal decision making and leadership during the renaming process. In fact, I think it is the
only way forward.
I fully support the inclusion of our indigenous community in the area and want nothing more than to do my part in
fostering some of the much needed healing by advocating for the renaming of these insanely disrespectful mountains. I
am a Clear Creek County resident. I live at the top of HWY 103. It hurts my heart to have to include the name Squaw Pass
in directions to my house. There is nothing keeping us from renaming these mountains and moving forward in a kinder,
more inclusive way.
The message from our indigenous community is loud and clear. It is now our RESPONSIBILITY to hear them and act
accordingly. I am urging you to take the appropriate steps as my representative.
Thank you for your time,
Lia Presnell
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Radey <kevinradey@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 9:00 AM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Renaming Mount Evans and Squ*w Mtn

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board and Clear Creek
County Board of Commissioners:
I understand you are contemplating changing the names of two locations very near my house ‐ Mount Evans and Squaw
Mountain ‐ and want to voice my wholehearted support for changing both to something agreed upon by members of
the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes who have lived and traveled through this area for generations, as soon as possible.
I have heard representatives of these tribes say that to them "sq*aw" is a derogatory word for women like "c*nt" and
feels like a "slap in the face." This is a beautiful mountain and I often drive on Squ*w Pass Road and am ashamed that
this is the word we use for it. I plead with you to change this name to a name local Indigenous people agree upon.
I have heard representatives of these tribes talk about the Sand Creek Massacre which was authorized by Governor
Evans and is a horrible stain on our history ‐ a peaceful village including women and children was brutally decimated. It
would be a "small healing" for Arapaho and Cheyenne people to have these two place names changed to something that
honors and celebrates them.
Thank you,
Kevin Radey
Evergreen CO
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephanie Ramos <ramos.n.stephanie@gmail.com>
Friday, February 26, 2021 6:00 AM
bgnexec@usgs.gov; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Support Renaming Sacred Spaces

Good Morning,
Hope you are all safe and healthy.
My name is Stephanie Ramos and I am an ally in supporting tribal petitions and respecting tribal decisionmaking and leadership. During the renaming process, I want to uplift the Cheyenne, Ute, Arapaho and 48
other tribes native to Colorado and heal our communities most affected by colonial violence. That being said, I
would greatly appreciate it if you also join me in supporting them.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Ramos
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Marrton Dormish <marrton@everydayepics.com>
Friday, April 23, 2021 2:49 PM
Beth Luther; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; BGNEXEC@usgs.gov; Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
'Fred Mosqueda'; fmosqueda@c-a-tribes.org; 'Mestaa'ehehe Coalition';
ryan.ortiz@northernarapaho.com; 'Wilde, Karen D'; 'Jennifer Hoffman'; 'Vanessa Oldham'; 'Caroline
Goodwin'; 'David Allison'; matt@matthewgray.us; senatorrachelz@gmail.com;
marrton@everydayepics.com; Governorpolis@state.co.us
It's (Past) Time to Rename Colorado's "Mt. Evans"

Good afternoon, officials of the USGS, the State of Colorado and Clear Creek County! My name is Marrton Dormish ‐‐‐
I’m a minister, a fourth‐generation Coloradan, and a 17‐year resident of the City and County of Broomfield.
Ever since I first learned about the Sand Creek Massacre, I’ve noticed with concern how many Denver‐area landmarks
have been named after those who facilitated, planned or participated in that infamous 1864 Colorado atrocity against
members of the Cheyenne and Arapaho nations. No landmark is more prominent in the Denver Metro Area than the
majestic 14,271‐foot mountain named in honor of John Evans, Colorado’s territorial governor and superintendent of
Indian Affairs from 1862‐1865. The mountain’s scooped‐out western face was my north star when I grew up near
Hampden Avenue and I‐25 in southeast Denver — as long as I could see the Front Range, and, especially, “Mt. Evans”, I
knew which direction was west. I can still see it on a clear day from my adopted hometown of Broomfield.
While several prior efforts to change the name of this iconic peak have failed, I’ve been encouraged to learn of a
renaming effort led by members of the Cheyenne and Arapaho nations. I wholeheartedly support their campaign and
will be encouraging my congregation and other community partners to do the same. I urge you and your appropriate
governing bodies to officially change the name of Mount Evans, as well as all associated roads and landmarks, and to do
so as soon as possible. One more day is too long for that beautiful peak to bear a name condoning and elevating settler‐
colonial oppression. (“Blue Sky Mountain” is my favorite of the proposed “new” names for this important landmark,
both for its literal descriptive value and for the special significance the name “Blue Sky” holds for the Cheyenne, Arapaho
and Ute nations.)
Please during this process especially consider and center the voices and perspectives of our Indigenous neighbors.
Despite being forcibly displaced from the Front Range of Colorado, they still know this breathtaking region as their
homeland.
Peace,

Marrton Dormish
minister of community engagement, The Refuge
720‐771‐6655, marrton@everydayepics.com
EverydayEpics.com
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ginhutch <ginhutch@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 23, 2021 2:52 PM
Beth Luther
Name changes

Greetings,
Please continue with efforts to change the racist and cruel names of Squaw Mountain and Mt. Evans. The racist slur and
honoring a Governor who instigated the Sand Creek Massacre are a blot on the face of Colorado.
Thank you,
Virgina Hutchison
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

heather mctammany <skippyhaha@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 4:29 PM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock; johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Renaming Mt Evans and Squ*w

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board and Clear Creek
County Board of Commissioners:
I understand you are contemplating changing the names of two locations very near my house ‐ Mount Evans and Squaw
Mountain ‐ and want to voice my wholehearted support for changing both to something agreed upon by members of
the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes who have lived and traveled through this area for generations, as soon as possible.
I have heard representatives of these tribes say that to them "sq*aw" is a derogatory word for women like "c*nt" and
feels like a "slap in the face." This is a beautiful mountain and I often drive on Squ*w Pass Road and am ashamed that
this is the word we use for it. I plead with you to change this name to a name local Indigenous people agree upon.
I have heard representatives of these tribes talk about the Sand Creek Massacre which was authorized by Governor
Evans and is a horrible stain on our history ‐ a peaceful village including women and children was brutally decimated. It
would be a "small healing" for Arapaho and Cheyenne people to have these two place names changed to something that
honors and celebrates them.
Thank you,
Heather McTammany
Evergreen CO 80439
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jessene Wangaard <jwangaard1@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:18 PM
BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
kjell.wangaard
Support for renaming Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mountain

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory
Board and Clear Creek County Board of Commissioners:
We are writing in favor of renaming two prominent geographical formations located in Clear
Creek County, Colorado, currently known on official maps as “Mt. Evans” and “Sq**w Mountain.”
Moreover, we lend our support for all Indigenous-led proposals.
We understand how easy it can sometimes be to dismiss renaming efforts like these as “cancel
culture,” or as a misguided effort to “erase our history.” This renaming effort is none of these
things. To many of our fellow citizens, our First Citizens, the names “Evans” and “Sq**w” are
deeply offensive and distressing. Were these names merely recorded in our history books, they
would surely serve as somber reminders of a painful past to some, but a past that should be
rightly preserved, recorded in the stories that we read, and served up as lessons to help us learn
and grow. This is entirely appropriate. But to lift these names up as monuments, as memorials,
and as tributes to our sometimes shameful past? That isn’t history. That is oppression, and it is
oppression in the here and now.
Oppression. We don’t use the word lightly, and perhaps it can only really be understood with the
weight we intend if we were to imagine a slightly different history of our own. Imagine, for
example, if only for a moment, that America had lost the second World War. Imagine that our
forefathers had fought bravely to defend our beachheads, our landing grounds, our hills and
fruited plains, only to die in vain at the hands of the axis powers. Imagine a permanent
occupation of America, and that the surviving descendants of our noble but defeated warriors,
were now treated as third class citizens in our own homeland. Imagine taking a scenic hike to
the top of Mt. Mussolini? Or how about a drive to the top of Mt. Himmler, at 14,265 feet the
highest paved road in New Sudetenland? Would they still be “just names” if they reminded us
daily of the atrocities committed by “our nation’s” “heroes” against our ancestors? Of course not,
they would be exactly what they are to our Native American citizens today—appellations of a
long-lingering and still-living oppression.
So yes, let’s rename these mountains in Clear Creek County, and let’s support Indigenous efforts
to select appropriate names that honor the land. It isn’t about cancelling our culture, but
restoring healing after generational trauma, forging our future together, elevating the values
and truth we all share and wish to impart to our future generations, uplifting our ideals to a
place of prominence for all to celebrate and see, welcoming to all.
Thank you for your time,
Jessene and Kjell Wangaard
Clear Creek residents 2003-2020
Currently living in Portland, Oregon
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brook Geiss-Meichtry <bgeissme@gmail.com>
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:29 PM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock; bgnexec@usgs.gov; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us
Rename Mt Evans and Sq**w Mtn

Good Afternoon,
I am writing to show my support of the campaign to rename Mt Evans to Blue Sky Mtn, and Sq**w Mt to Owl Woman
Mtn in accordance with the request from the Arapaho and Cheyenne people.
Renaming sacred spaces from harmful to empowering names uplift our Native communities, both urban and rural. It
honors our traditions and signifies the strength of our past, present, and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.
Brook Geiss
Loveland, CO
bgeissme@gmail.com
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Ellen Uptain <maryellen.uptain@gmail.com>
Monday, March 1, 2021 6:30 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mount Evans and Squaw Mountain

Dear Commissioner:
We are writing today in support of the renaming of Mount Evans and Squaw Mountain.
Previous to our last five years of living in Northern Colorado, we lived in the Black Hills of South Dakota, where another
mountain was renamed. Harney Peak (named after General Harney) was renamed Black Elk Peak in 2016. Although a
renaming may seem insignificant to some people, to Native Americans and the rest of us who care about showing
respect to all citizens, it is highly significant. Black Elk Peak has been a place of ceremony for thousands of years, and
being able to call it that name now has made an incredible difference to us.
In addition to removing the name of Governor Evans, known for his proclamation encouraging the killing of Native
American Indians and his responsibility for the Sand Creek Massacre, removing the name Squaw Mountain is long
overdue. That term is very disrespectful and offensive, and we were shocked to learn that there was a mountain in
Colorado with that name.
Please give these renamings your every consideration. Thank you very much.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Ellen and Clay Uptain
1805 West 10th Street
Loveland, CO 8037
970.685.4522
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Zita Xavier <zitaxavieris@gmail.com>
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 6:46 AM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Renaming initiatives for Mt. Evans and Squaw Mountain

Hi there,
First, thanks for sitting on these boards, I imagine it’s a lot of work.
I fully support the renaming of these mountains to whatever names the tribes consense on. It
would reflect that we as a society have changed. We no longer support the brutal murder of
native peoples and the denigration of their women.
It is high time to make a much needed apology and reconciliation statement.
I believe renaming these mountains would make such a statement.
Thank you,
Zita Xavier
Longmont, CO
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Timothy Young <pottertim@me.com>
Thursday, February 25, 2021 11:44 AM
Beth Luther
NAME CHANGE

Sandra Young
1708 Old Squaw Pass Road
Evergreen, Colorado 80439
Dear Sir:
I am writing to you to let you know that we are in full
support of renaming of Mt, Evans and any name given
Squaw. We bought our home some twenty years ago
and was given an address of 1808 and we had to change to
1708 which took awhile.. so I am asking that when the new
names are changed that you do so in the first of the
year so all our address changes can be done in a
timely matter.
I have informed the Clear Creek County Commissioners that
we would be happy to host a neighborhood gathering to
help with the name change.
If I can be any help in this process, please feel free to
contact me at pottertim@me.com.
Sincerely,
Sandra Young
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
[R. Williams]
720-724-6453
[Email]

THE LAST VESTIGE OF THE COLORADO INDIAN WARS
Denver, Colorado: August 8, 2021 – The People of the Sacred Land have been informed that Colorado
Governor Polis will sign an executive order rescinding the John Evans Territory of Colorado
Proclamation of August 11, 1864 on Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 11:00 AM MST. This major step and
milestone for the American Indian people throughout the United States of America, it will be the end to the
turbulent genocidal history that caused Indian tribes to leave their homelands.
Governor Polis will sign the executive order rescinding the Evans Proclamation
On: Tuesday, August 17, 2021
At: 11:00 AM MST
Location: West Steps of the Colorado State Capitol Building
Located at: 200 E. Colfax Avenue, Denver, CO 80203
Additional representatives of the Tribal Nations who resided and used the land given to them by the
creator have been invited to attend and be available for comment.
“Some Native people are referring to this act as ‘the official end of the Colorado Indian wars’,” states
R.B.Williams, “some Colorado Natives have expressed that the threat of death will be removed and they can
feel free from the burden caused by the Evans Proclamation.” J. Wolf noted, “this signing may be symbolic;
however this type of law should have been dealt with a long time ago”.
In 1864, John Evans, the second territorial Governor of the Colorado Territory and Superintendent of Indian
Affairs from 1862-1865, issued ‘official’ proclamations (the 1864 Proclamations) calling upon non-Native
residents of Colorado to “go in pursuit, kill, and destroy Indians on the plains.” Territorial Governor Evans had
no legal basis to issue the 1864 Proclamations, and the 1864 Proclamations were never lawful because they
violated established treaty rights and federal Indian law. Still, the Indigenous peoples of Colorado continue to
feel the harmful effects of this appalling policy.
The Fort Wise Treaty of 1861 was the cause for the Evan's Proclamation. Contemporary reviews of this Treaty
have revealed significant dishonorable dealings on the part of the State of Colorado, the cities of Colorado, the
Indian Commissioner, and the Federal Government. The Treaty negotiations were wrought with conflicts of
interest, fraud, conspiracy, and corruption. This has left the descendants whose lives were taken during this
time to have never been compensated or even acknowledged that there was wrong doing. Shortly after the
Proclamation was fully implemented, the worst outrage occurred with the murders of women and children at
the Sand Creek Massacre. To add insult to injury the descendants of the Sand Creek Massacre had their land
and livelihoods taken with no just compensation. Justice has evaded the original people of the State of
Colorado.
“The truth of this history must be told, and then and only then can the healing begin. Once there is truth, and
documented wrongdoing, there must be reconciliation.” says Richard B Williams, Indigenous Elder, People of
the Sacred Land. “The honor of the people of the State of Colorado and the Nation is on the line. They failed
before but now have an opportunity to help the original inhabitants of the land.”
###

PRESS RELEASE
Representatives from the Native Nations involved will be speaking at the signing event.

PROCLAMATION INFORMATION
On: Tuesday, August 17, 2021
At: 11:00 AM MST
Location: West Steps of the Colorado State Capitol Building
Located at: 200 E. Colfax Avenue, Denver, CO 80203
To learn more about the John Evans Territory of Colorado Proclamation of August 11, 1864, see attached.

[PROCLAMATION]
BY ORDER OF HON. JOHN EVANS GOVERNOR, TERRITORY OF COLORADO AUGUST 11, 1864
PROCLAMATION.
Having sent special messengers to the Indians of the plains, directing the friendly to rendezvous at Fort Lyons,
Fort Larned, Fort Laramie, and Camp Collins for safety and protection, warning them that all hostile Indians
would be pursued would be pursued and destroyed, and the last of said messengers having now returned, and
the evidence being conclusive that most of the Indian tribes of the plains are at war and hostile to the whites,
and having to the utmost of my ability endeavored to induce all the Indians of the plains to come to said places
of rendezvous, promising them subsistence and protection, which with a few exception, they have refused to
do. Now, therefore, I, John Evans, Governor of Colorado Territory, do issues this proclamation, authorizing all
citizens of Colorado, either individually or in such parties as they may organize, to go in pursuit of all hostile
Indians. And further, as the only reward I am authorized to offer for such services, I hereby empower such
citizens, or parties of citizens, to take captive, and hold to their own private use the benefit, all the property of
said hostile Indians that they may capture, and to receive for all stolen property recovered from said Indians
such reward as may be deemed proper and just therefore. I further offer to all such parties as will organize
under the militia law of the Territory for the purpose to furnish them arms and ammunition, and to present their
accounts for pay as regular soldiers of the Department Commander that they will be paid. The conflict is upon
us, and all good citizens are called upon to do their duty for the defense of their homes and familias. In
testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the great seal of the Territory of Colorado to be
affixed this 11th day of August, A. D. 1864. JOHN EVANS

###

From: Anne Hayden <ahayden@whidbey.com>
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2022 1:55 PM
To: Randy Wheelock
Subject: Re: Request For Comment: Mount Evans Renaming Recommendation From Clear Creek County

Thank you, Randy, for this invitation and information.
I have been following this initiative to rename Mt. Evans for these last few years, and have
written letters on behalf of the small part of the family that I represent. I have also been in
touch with friends who are members of the Northern Cheyenne, Northern Arapaho, and the
Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma.
I will forward your letter to other family members. There likely won’t be one unified opinion
coming from the descendants of Governor Evans, just as there is not a unified opinion amongst
the tribal people.
In gratitude,
Anne Hayden
____________________
Anne Hayden
ahayden@whidbey.com
(360) 320-5343

From: Laurel Hayden <laurel.hayden91@gmail.com>
Date: February 13, 2022 at 9:05:04 AM MST
To: Randy Wheelock <rwheelock@clearcreekcounty.us>
Subject: Re: Request For Comment: Mount Evans Renaming Recommendation From Clear Creek
County
Hi Randy,
Thanks for your text, call and this email.
I appreciate you keeping us informed about this decision.
My opinion will always be to support whatever the indigenous members are putting forward.
That said, I support the first two proposals (Mt. Blue Sky and Mt. Cheyenne-Arapaho).
This is a huge project and I appreciate all of the work that has gone into reaching out to so many
people.
I'm unable to make the BOCC meeting, so I hope these comments will help.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Best,
Laurel Hayden

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steven Jensen <sajensen11@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:49 AM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mt Evans

Beth,
I'm emailing you my concern about the government entities wanting to rename Mt Evans.
Please don't let them do this. The government should not be changing our history due to activist pressure. Governor
Evans was not a part of the sandcreek massacre and can't be blamed for that. Please stand up to these people!
Regards,
************************************************
Steven Jensen
sajensen11@gmail.com
************************************************
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dorian Billing <dtbilling1@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 8:18 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming of Mt. Evans

As a resident of Colorado since 1972, first generation American and law abiding citizen, it is my personal belief that
history should NOT be rewritten.
Society should be provided the privilege to learn from the past. If we wipe out our history to placate this 'entitled'
generation, we take away the right of future generations to know the truth of mistakes that were made in hope they are
not repeated.
Life is not, and was never meant to be, white fluffy clouds and unicorns. Reality is that people have done atrocious
things throughout history, continues today (Ukraine) and changing the name of a mountain will not stop the hurt the
world endures.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

blake316@tutanota.com
Friday, March 4, 2022 2:55 PM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

Hello, I'm contacting you today about the proposed change to the name of Mount Evans. I'm a "Native American" from
Oklahoma and read that you would like input from us. I don't think the name should be changed at all, or any other
location either. I'm certain there are many people that would not know the history or reason for the name without
looking it up. This alone is a good reason not to change it as it is best that history is not forgotten. Furthermore it will
surely cost money to do so and probably already has. At a time when the economy is wrecked due to the current
administration and the actions of those that want to erase history and remove monuments and such, it is the worst time
to waste money on such things. It also tells a one sided story of events to use the massacre as a reason. There were
plenty of deaths and atrocities on all sides as well as massacres committed amongst the tribes by each other. Those
seeking to change names like this are guilty of the "racism" they claim to be against.
‐‐
Sent with Tutanota, the secure & ad‐free mailb
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Brown <michaelabrown08@comcast.net>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 11:06 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans name change

Let’s do something different than the rest of the country and leave the name Mt. Evans to
honor the daughter who did much to raise awareness of Native American’s plight!!
Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad Colburn <brad@madisonprops.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:08 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans name change

Hello,
I understand that some people might find it insensitive that this mountain is named after someone who, in today's world
did bad things, or was racist. However, if we continue to try to re‐write history, we may forget about those times and
how far we've come. Unfortunately, it was fact back then that there were slave owners and native American murderers.
That doesn't mean that we erase them from history so we can forget what they did. Let's leave the name the same,
maybe put up a memorial for the same creek massacre to honor those people and help educate so they won't happen
again. If we erase all of American history, we're bound to repeat it.
Thanks for your consideration.
Brad Colburn
Realtor
Madison&Company
303.618.0109
Brad@madisonprops.com
www.RunBuySell.com
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kandee Evans <kevans0705@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:35 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

My name is Kandee Evans and I am writing to you on behalf of my family to tell you it’s very
offensive to attempt to rename Mount Evans.
My family has lived in Colorado for 4 generations. To be honest I was not aware of the
Governors wicked past. But then I grew up with a great education and didn’t have woke
critical race theory in my curriculum.
Get busy fixing our state and quit wasting time and taxpayer money in this nonsense.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beth Simmons <bifungites@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 7:31 PM
Beth Luther
The Mount Evans question

Many people don't know that John Evans OWNED THE PROPERTY. and that's why the mountain bears his name. Born an
Evans, of course, I delight in taking my relatives up there.
However, the naming doesn't "honor" John Evans, but simply recognizes his property ownership. I buck these name
changes because they alter Colorado history. And cowtow to those who want to throw their weight around.
As a researcher and historian, author of "Colorow! A Photographic Chronicle" and "A Quick History of Idaho Springs," I
think people need to really research history before they start changing names. The Natives did not worship this
mountain like they did Pikes Peak (which they called "Tava").
If any name should be used to designate the mountain it would be TAHOSA, the original name suggested for Colorado
(which was Colorow's name before white man altered it). I did my Ph.D. on the Mosch family (Phoenix Mine, Idaho
Springs) and used the name "Tahosa Territory" throughout my work, including the hour‐long video about the history of
Colorado and the Mosch family's involvement in the development since 1859.
That's my input. THANKS FOR READING!

Beth Evans Simmons, Ph.D. Colorado History
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nelson Fugate <nelsfugate@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:07 PM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans Renaming

The current name is fine.
Please don’t let political correctness or people with no current connection to Clear Creek
County have a say in decisions our locally elected politicians make on our behalf.
Let the politically correct and the non-residents name the mountains in their own backyards.
Please be wise and not just politically popular.
Good Luck.
Regards,
Nelson Fugate
Idaho Springs
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nelson Fugate <nelsfugate@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 5, 2022 2:45 PM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans is Fine

The current name is fine.
Please don’t let political correctness or people with no connection to Clear Creek County have a say in decisions our
locally elected politicians make on our behalf.
Let the politically correct and the non‐residents name the mountains in their own backyards.
If you feel you must rename our most famous mountain, then at a minimum let that name have an historic and real
reference to our County’s history.
Please be wise and not just politically popular.
Good Luck.
Regards,
Nelson Fugate
Idahos Springs
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jimglenncolorado <jimglenncolorado@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 11:22 AM
Beth Luther
jimglenncolorado
Keep the name as Mount Evans

Beth Luther
Clear Creek County Executive Assistant
Beth,
Keep the name as Mount Evans. No need to change. You can always name the Visitor
Center or road to honor something or someone else. Stop erasing history just because a
person is of European descent.
Jim Glenn
Bailey, Colorado
303-699-8056
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jun Guo <junxguo@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 12:40 PM
Beth Luther
Keep Mt Evans name

I lived here since 1993 and have long fallen love with the great outdoors the state has to offer. I would hate to see this
beautiful mountain changing its name to something no one recognize. Yes the governor had played a bad role in our
dealing with native Americans, as were most of the US government back then. This is a slippery slope to go down
though. We don’t rename the Washington Monument to something else just because he owned slaves himself. Let’s not
go back and rewrite the history. As a comprise I support keeping Mt Evans name but predesignate to Anne Evans.
Thanks,
Jun Guo
Lafayette, CO
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lady Harley <harleylady1953@yahoo.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 11:28 AM
Beth Luther
MT Evans Re Name

To the powers that be,
Renaming MT Evans is a major no from me based on the following questions:
1. How far back in history must we go to appease the politically driven cancel culture?
2. Will cancelling the name of a mountain undue a historical wrong?
3. In history books John Evan is recorded as having been a perpetrator of Sand Creek. Do we also erase all reference to
him (both good and bad) from any and all historical references (I.e., books, internet, intranet, wikipedia, etc.) Just how
far and to what lengths are you willing to cancel someone?
Until the above questions are answered, and this issue is no longer politically driven, renaming MT Evans gets a no vote
from me.
Diana Keck
616 Cornerstone Dr
Windsor, Co 80550
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christen Himself <chrish16@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 5, 2022 9:11 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

Keep the name the same
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connie Kish <kishce55@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 4:43 PM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans

Leave the name alone!!
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert & Marsha Kline <robertjkline@comcast.net>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:34 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

Good Morning,
I have been following with interest the Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board.
Some of their advise may be warranted but I don’t believe the renaming of Mount Evans is
one of them.
Governor Evans was in Denver during a very difficult time for its citizens. Indians were raiding
the wagon trains bringing Supplies to Colorado and Denver. There was a big concern that
many in Denver would starve if the Indian raids were Not stopped. There was also a very bad
massacre just outside of Denver in the late summer where a family of 4 was Massacred and
butchered by Arapahoe Indians.
The raid on the Arapahoe village at Sand Creek turned out to be bad. The intention was to
punish the Indians for their raids And Massacres over the past year or so. At the time of the
raid on Sand Creek it was not known that many of the Braves Were not in the village. With
the “Fog of War” we can now look back and determine that other means at controlling the
Indians May have worked.
Governor Evans was not at the Sand Creek site and can’t be held responsible. The soldiers at
the time under Chivington are The ones to be blamed.
Respectfully.
Robert Kline
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Krumrey <nancykrumrey47@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 10:34 PM
Beth Luther
Mt Evans

Renaming Mt.Evans is a ridiculous way to spend politicians time and tax dollars. Time and attention should be directed
to important issues for our state like roads, education and jobs.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pat Langley <plangley55@msn.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 11:13 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans Name Change

Ms. Luther,
So are folks wanting to change the names of Pikes Peak, Longs Peak, Lincoln, Bross,
Democrat, Massive, Elbert, and all the others? I am appalled that changing the name is
even being considered just because some people “feel sad” because of the name. I could
go on, but I don’t want to rant. Thank you for your time.
Pat Langley
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Victor Lewis <wlewis@americanfinancing.net>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 12:41 PM
Beth Luther
Mt.evans

Leave it mt.evans. I don't care what Evans you name it after but just don't mess with it. You screwed up squaw pass.
Nobody can even pronounce it.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

S L Lewis <number1sherri@msn.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 4:31 PM
Beth Luther
MT Evans renaming

Stupid!Stupid!Stupid!
Dont do it. People like you are ruining Colorado.
No one will call it by whatever "woke" name you call it. It will always Mt Evans in true Coloradoans hearts
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom McCarty <waffleup@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 10:29 AM
Beth Luther
Mt Evans Nama Change

Now I know why I moved out of Colorado.
Sent from my iPad
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Davis O'Connor <doc3670@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 5:29 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mt. Evans

Saw the article at possibly renaming Mt. Evans.
Just stop, just f*ing stop with this crap!
"Mt. Evans" is fine. "Squaw Pass" was fine. Now, I cannot even pronounce it!
Lets just stop kowtowing to special interest groups who, more than likely, were just fine with the existing names.
The world is on the precipice of nuclear war, we have inflation raging in this country, and you're worried about spending
county resources on a renaming exercise to humor very few? Seriously?
Just stop. Just f*ing stop.
I can't even ski at Winter Park without running into this crap. Renaming the Eskimo chairlift as the Explorer chairlift. For
god's sake, why? Does that use of Eskimo really demean someone? Does the use of Squaw Mountain or Squaw Pass
really demean a group? Absolutely not!
Lets spend our time on important stuff, like trying to solve I70 problems, or deal with the homeless, and not on this utter
waste of time and effort.
Davis O'Connor
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dona Chilcoat <donachilcoat@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 5:17 PM
Beth Luther
MT. EVANS NAME

I see no reason to change the name. What on earth does the Sand Creek Massacre have
to do with it? Governor Evans did many fine things to contribute to the development of
Colorado and no one knows for sure that he had any more involvement than being
Governor when the massacre occurred.
I would be okay with Rosalie since that has an historic connection. But really, these knee-jerk
reactions to an activist position seem ill-considered to me. It isn’t like Governor Evans was a
certifiably dastardly person and, really, his name on the mountain is a reflection of the history
of the State.
Dona Chilcoat
Lakewood, Colorado
Sent from my iPad
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roy Padgett <radpb552044@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 11:11 AM
Beth Luther
Renaming mt evens

Removing all history dies not get rid of the fact that these event's happened. However you have nothing to remember it
you will in some way repeat it self .this is like saying the holocaust never happened. There is no country state or county
that came into being without some sort of un ethical wrong doing steping on toes and out and out murder in some cases
and that in cludes Europe and any other country unfortunately men took what they had to at the time not looking at the
outcome one hundred years after the fact.thats how contrys are forged.my take is you know no one personally that had
been through this thats why they call it history .till someone like you decides they can make it never happen by earesing
history. Thats also lying about what happened .does that make it any better?no just makes it so no one knows how they
got here.

1

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard F. Page <rpagelan@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 9:46 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans is history and a familiar name and place to millions of Colorado citizens and vacationers.

Let keep politics out of this issue. Please.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Roberts <hulksmash71@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 10:25 AM
Beth Luther
Mnt evans

Enough of this cancel culture! Changing the name of a mountain doesn't do anything but waist money. Keep in mind
that even Lincoln elementary school in California had to have it's name changed because some how Abraham Lincoln is
offensive. Stop giving in to these cyber bullies and activist. There goal is only to devide us, they will never stop.
Or change the name, further taint the democrat party. Id love nothing more than to see democrats go extinct in
Colorado.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Diane Shea <dianeshea1948@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:35 PM
Lisa Sherry
Beth Luther
Re: Mt. Evans

Well said! There is no end to this and where does the majority fit into this??
Good for you!
On Thu, Mar 3, 2022 at 6:01 AM Lisa Sherry <elsherry@msn.com> wrote:
I am writing to voice MY complaint that yet again an age old CO name is being slandered. This cancel culture has &
continues on rewriting history. I guess they have nothing better to do than stir things up creating chaos.
When residents moved into the Stapleton area, the same kind of idiots had their way, just as historic statues were
being pulled down around our beloved country.
Where will this ridiculous group of contrary people stop? Will they have their way until every city & peak have been
renamed? I’m pretty sure NO ONE in our world has ever been nor will ever be blameless. We’ve just gone through two
of the toughest years, why can’t we just let the past stay in the past?
By the way, has the State or County even considered the cost of replacement signage?
Oh, no problem you’ll look to the tax payers to bear that cost.
Please consider my opinion as a native to CO, my voice should count too!
Respectfully,
Lisa Sherry
Elsherry@msn.com
303‐478‐7980
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Sherry <elsherry@msn.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 6:01 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans

I am writing to voice MY complaint that yet again an age old CO name is being slandered.
This cancel culture has & continues on rewriting history. I guess they have nothing better to
do than stir things up creating chaos.
When residents moved into the Stapleton area, the same kind of idiots had their way, just as
historic statues were being pulled down around our beloved country.
Where will this ridiculous group of contrary people stop? Will they have their way until every
city & peak have been renamed? I’m pretty sure NO ONE in our world has ever been nor will
ever be blameless. We’ve just gone through two of the toughest years, why can’t we just let
the past stay in the past?
By the way, has the State or County even considered the cost of replacement signage?
Oh, no problem you’ll look to the tax payers to bear that cost.
Please consider my opinion as a native to CO, my voice should count too!
Respectfully,
Lisa Sherry
Elsherry@msn.com
303-478-7980

1

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cindi Shutt <shuttc@mindspring.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 3:02 PM
Beth Luther
Mt Evans

I believe its unnecessary to change the name. Mt or Mount Evans is just fine and is already a
well established and known name. Its a financial waste and unnecessary spend to change
it.
Cindy

1

From:
jerrry smith <jerry.l.smith36@gmail.com>
Sent:
Saturday, February 26, 2022 12:22 PM
To: Beth Luther
Subject: RENAMING OF MOUNT EVANS PUBLIC COMMENT
I, RESPECTIVELY, ASK THAT THIS BE ENTERED INTO THE PUBLIC COMMENTS RELATED
TO THE RENAMING OF MT. EVANS
DO NOT MAKE THE SAME ERRORS AS WERE MADE MANY YEARS AGO. MOUNTAINS
AND OTHER NATURAL FEATURES SHOULD NOT BE NAMED. AFTER PEOPLE OR
GROUPS OF PEOPLE. THOSE OFFENDED WILL WANT IT TO BE CHANGED TO REFLECT
CURRENT OPINIONS AND PERSPECTIVE. MOUNT BLUE SKY OR BLUE SKY MOUNTAIN
REFLECT WHAT THE MOUNTAIN IS AND WHAT IT IS UNDERS. THIS IS NOT LIKELY TO
CHANGE UNLESS WE FAIL TO DEAL WITH AIR POLLUTION. THE MOUNTAIN,
HOPEFULLY, WILL OUTLAST OUR FEELINGS THAT IT IS OURS NOT THEIRS. NO ONE
OWNS A MOUNTAIN ANY MORE THAN I OWN THE SKY ABOVE IT OR THE SNOW ON
IT. CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SOUTHERN CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO TRIBES FOR
NOT CLAIMING SOMETHING THAT IS AND HAS BEEN PART OF THE PLANET WE ALL
LIVE ON. SHAME ON THOSE WANTING PERSONAL OR FAMILY HONOR FOR
SOMETHING THEY HAD NO ROLE IN CREATING. IF THE DECISION MAKERS DECIDE
THEY WANT TO NAME IT AFTER SOMEONE, WHY NOT ME? MT. JERRY?? IF
FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY AND TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS WANT PUBLIC RESPECT THEY
WILL STOP WASTING TIME AND MONEY DIVIDING PEOPLE WHO LIVE ON THE SAME
PLANET.

file:///ccc-fs-01/...ord/COMMISSI/US%20Forest%20Service/Mount%20Evans/2022%20PROPOSALS/2022%20no%20rename-%20smith.txt[3/4/2022 4:45:03 PM]

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelly Smith <heaven1@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 7:50 PM
Beth Luther
Keep it Mr Evans!
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John W. Thompson <john_thompson@qwest.net>
Friday, March 4, 2022 9:28 AM
Sean Wood; Nanette Reimer; Ann Marie Smith
Beth Luther; Thompson, Suzanne
Mt Evans rename comments

(Sent this email to Beth but she is OOO so re-sending to you three)
Hello Beth,
Our written comment regarding a potential Mt Evans name change follows…please provide it to the BOCC.
Thanks in advance and reply that you received this.

My wife, Suzanne, and I are adamantly against yet another geographic name change that is based on what
someone did or said generations ago. 100s of moral mistakes occurred generations ago but society has
learned, forgiven and developed in to a better place because of those lessons learned.
The Sand Creek Massacre is one of those mistakes, however, per this Northwestern Magazine article Evans
was not directly responsible for that massacre:
Following are the conclusions, as stated in the report:
• No known evidence indicates that Evans helped plan the Sand Creek Massacre or had any knowledge of it in advance. The
extant evidence suggests that he did not consider the Indians at Sand Creek to be a threat and that he would have opposed
the attack that took place.

Full report can be found here:
https://www.northwestern.edu/magazine/fall2014/campuslife/john-evans-and-the-sand-creek-massacre.html
John Evans was a co-founder of Northwestern, founded Denver University, Evanston, IL is named after him,
alderman, freemason, governor, personal friend of Abraham Lincoln, developed a cholera quarantine program,
invented a medical device to reduce trauma during birth……..
The list of Evan’s distinguished accomplishments and positions goes on and on yet some only want to focus on
the ONE negative in his life. Just like many so-called leaders have done the past 2 years.
If society continues to remove and dilute our unflattering historical memories, books, actions, decisions,
statues and yes…mountains then history will repeat itself generations from now because we will have
forgotten.

John and Suzanne Thompson
76 Squaw Mtn Trail
Idaho Springs, CO 80452
1

303‐885‐4383
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Vick <judyv@esrta.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 1:51 PM
Beth Luther
Rename Mt Evans

Renaming a mountain will not change history so what is the point? Keep it Mt Evans
because It will always be Mt Evans no mater what name it’s first name us.
Judy Vick
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melanie Schwab <mschwab307@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 5:15 PM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

To whom it may concern:
Please leave the name of Mount Evans as‐is.
You cannot change history by erasing it. Evans also did great things for the state.
We need to stop bowing down to the oft‐offended Karen's of the world. Plus, it's a waste of taxpayer money.
Thank you.
Melanie Schwab
Wheat Ridge
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From:
Randy Wheelock
Sent:
Wednesday, February 23, 2022 7:21 PM
To: MICK
Cc: Beth Luther; Peter Lichtman
Subject: Re: Renaming Mount Evans
HI Mr. Quinn,
For the record, two of the applications are from indigenous sources: Mt Blue Sky which you
referenced, from the Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho; and Mt Cheyenne-Arapaho, from the
Northern Cheyenne.
The "private parties", and in fact all of the 5 official applications, were made directly to the US
Board of Geographic Names (BGN) in Virginia by the applicants. That is the official federal
office that accepts applications for name changes and assignments on federal land, and decides
on them. The county does not make the final decision, nor does the Colorado Geographic
Naming Advisory Board (CGNAB), but the federal agency requests our local and state gov't
opinions, as well as those of all tribes and others who wish to comment. So we have initiated
this local process in order that our opinion is informed by comments like yours.
Thanks for your inquiry and your opinion, Randy

Randall P. Wheelock
Clear Creek County Commissioner, District 3
P.O. Box 2000
Georgetown, CO 80444
(970) 390-2195 (cell)
rwheelock@clearcreekcounty.us
Under CO Open Records Act, all messages sent to or by me from this account may be subject to public
disclosure, unless the word "private" or "confidential" is in the subject line.
From: Beth Luther
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 6:00 PM
To: Randy Wheelock
Subject: Fw: Renaming Mount Evans
Did you want to respond to this one?
From: MICK <mkquinn1@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Beth Luther
Subject: Renaming Mount Evans
Dear Ms. Luther, I was curious about how ''private parties" have been able to suggest
names when there were probably many different suggestions. Or, why these 3 private
parties? I had suggested a name myself early in the process and perhaps it's lost or, by
whatever criteria, not considered. I suggest Mount Colorado.
But I prefer Mt. Blue Sky or whichever tribal suggestion becomes the favorite. As to
file:///ccc-fs-01/...MMISSI/US%20Forest%20Service/Mount%20Evans/2022%20PROPOSALS/2022%20quinn%20question%20renaming.txt[3/4/2022 4:46:41 PM]

the private parties - I don't know what criteria gave them favor but Mt. Soule is a
single man and not with as much heritage as a tribal nation; Mt. Rosalie, why when we
have Rosalie Peak nearby?? Will we then rename the Peak? And just a twist on Mt.
Evans where Ms. Evans is probably a nicer person than her father and saving cost on
signage may be useful, but the purpose of renaming is to recognize something more
notable.
So I think Mt. Colorado hardly needs much explanation though I'd be happy to
elaborate or Mt. Blue Sky as a tribal suggestion are my favorites. Thanks, Mick
Quinn, Evergreen, CO (where we have a view of Mt. Evans from our deck)
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua “j” Rose <joshuarose1986@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:11 PM
Beth Luther
Keep him out Evans

Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mountainweather <mountainweather@aol.com>
Saturday, March 5, 2022 8:02 AM
Beth Luther
MT. EVANS

I think it would be wise to rename Mt. Evans after Ann Evans, who apparently had a history of working with Native
peoples. It would also keep the now well‐entrenched and known name of Mt. Evans while removing reference to the
Governor. A change in name would take decades to take root with the public and to change on maps.
WILLIAM RENSE

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S9+, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lizzie Adams <lizziegentleyoga@aol.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 1:11 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming of Mount Evans

Hello to Beth Luther,
I am writing in regards to the renaming of Mount Evans.
I support the new name being indigenous.
I specifically choose Mount Blue Sky.
Thank you!

Lizzie
Lizzie Adams
Heart of the Rockies
Gentle Yoga Wellness Studio
Body-based Transpersonal Psychotherapy & Coaching
Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy
Classes in Gentle Yoga, Qigong, Meditation, the Labyrinth

Celebrating our 24th year in Estes Park
(970)231-6754
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Alexander <Andrew.Alexander@Colorado.EDU>
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:34 PM
Beth Luther
Support for the Renaming of Mount Evans

Good afternoon Beth and Happy Tuesday,
I am a resident of Broomfield, Colorado with no tribal affiliation and wanted to let you know of my support for the Clear
Creek County Commission to approve the renaming of Mount Evans.
My reasoning for this support is quite different than most you’ll hear from non‐tribal affiliates and allies. From August of
2016 to March of 2020 I worked for CU Boulder as the Residence Hall Director for Cheyenne Arapaho Hall. The history of
the hall’s name has some similar parallels to that of Mount Evans. It was named Nichol’s Hall after Captain David H.
Nichols, a man who was a key piece of CU Boulder becoming the institution that it is today. However, much like John
Evan’s, he had major roles to play in the genocide of indigenous tribes in Colorado as well as playing a major role in the
Sand Creek massacre. In 1989 the University made the tough decision to strip the Nichol’s Hall name that had been in
place for nearly 30 years. During my time as Hall Director we celebrated the 30th anniversary of the renaming. We
invited members of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes and were able to have them share in the moment and honor the
building that shared their name. It was great honor during my time there to be a part of that. I was able to advocate for
indigenous tribes, promote the name to our campus community, and build a strong relationship with the members of
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes.
Clear Creek now has a chance to also share in that honor. You can now be a part of the incredible indigenous history that
Colorado and our beautiful landscape has. It’s not about erasing history or making historical people pay for the evils they
committed. It’s for honoring the first people on our land, for honoring they work they did to take care of these
mountains long before any of us got here. It’s one small step that we as a society can take to begin to repair the damage
done by early Americans, regardless of it our ancestors participated.
So I ask that you vote yes on renaming Mount Evan’s and deeply consider the name Mount Blue Sky as it’s replacement.
The joy you’ll find in honoring those who came before us will outweigh any of the angry emails those against this
movement will send.
Thank you for your time,
Andrew Alexander
‐‐

Andrew Alexander
He/him/his
Assistant Director
Volunteer Resource Center
University of Colorado Boulder
Boulder, Colorado 80309
Phone: (303) 492-9139
Website|Instagram|Email
Sign up for the VRC newsletter.
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From:
Silas Atkins <silasatkins@gmail.com>
Sent:
Friday, February 18, 2022 8:26 AM
To: Beth Luther; johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; Governorpolis@state.co.us;
bgnexec@usgs.gov
Subject: Blue Sky Mountain Colorado
Hello to all,
I am writing to ask that the request by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes to rename Mt. Evans to Blue
Sky be honored.
It is important that we do not celebrate those that committed atrocities, no matter their original intent.
Governor Polis, you have already acknowledged the problematic history of former governor Evans and
this renaming continues that acknowledgement in a positive way. Most importantly, it honors the
wishes of those impacted by the actions.
Thank you,
Silas Atkins
Boulder, Colorado
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bayres1@earthlink.net
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:00 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans Name Change

I am writing in support of efforts to re-name Mt. Evans to Mt. Blue Sky. Colorado must work
actively to remove the names of people who actively participated in the genocide of
Indigenous peoples. Mt. Blue Sky has support from many in Colorado and would honor the
Indigenous people who continue to live and thrive in Colorado. Thank you for your
consideration of this request.
Barb Ayres
1851 Raven Ave.
Estes Park, CO 80517
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kellie Brown <marcandkellie@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:58 AM
Beth Luther; Sean Wood; George Marlin; Randy Wheelock
Renaming of Mount Evans

Hello friends, Thanks so much for your time yesterday in the first Zoom meeting concerning the renaming of Mount
Evans. I truly appreciated your pointed questions and comments.
I'm writing to voice my support of the Mount Blue Sky proposal. Renaming the mountain should be a step towards
righting the wrong done to Indigenous people and local tribes by Governor Evan's involvement in the Sand Creek
Massacre and the generational trauma that it caused. Using any of the white‐centered names (Rosalie, Soule, Evans)
simply defeats the purpose of this action which is reparations to Native people.
Specifically, I support Mount Blue Sky because of the continued work and effort of folks like Fred Mosqueda, George
Curtis Levi, Crystal C'Bearing, Rick Williams, et al who have worked so tirelessly on renaming efforts and to provide
education to the community. Mount Blue Sky is a beautiful name that has meaning to the tribes and so accurately
describes the area.
Thanks for your consideration!
Sincerely,
Kellie Brown
720.280.4592
Clear Creek County Resident, District I
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Conor Brown <conorbrown@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 2:58 PM
Conor Abbott Brown
I support renaming Mount Evans as Mount Blue Sky

Hello,
I support the renaming of the Colorado 14,000ft peak Mount Evans to Mount Blue Sky. This
name change is being proposed by the Mestaa’ėhehe Coalition and has a broad coalition
of supporters. The mountain features prominently on the Front Range skyline: I see the
mountain all the time, and I always feel a great sadness and dismay that its name honors a
man responsible for the indiscriminate killing of American Indians. This new name is a
beautiful way to honor the culture of both the Arapaho and Cheyenne while at the same
time hearkening to the transcendent power of the natural world that the mountain is
emblematic of.
Conor Abbott Brown
A resident of Unincorporated Boulder County, Colorado
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From:
Kate Simota <simotayoung@gmail.com>
Sent:
Thursday, February 17, 2022 3:48 PM
To: Beth Luther
Cc: Fred Mosqueda
Subject: Re: Resources for Mount Evans
Thank you, Beth.
We also have this letter of support from Colorado Based Organizations.
Letter from Colorado Base Organization that Support Mount Blue Sky:
https://mountblueskyinfo.files.wordpress.com/2022/02/mt.-blue-sky-group-letter-2022.02.02.pdf
Also, I forgot to add the Title of the RMPBS Documentary. The Title is: Sand Creek Massacre.
Thank you for your help, Beth. We know you all are stretched thin up there!
Thank you,
Katie

On Thu, Feb 17, 2022 at 4:19 PM Beth Luther <bluther@clearcreekcounty.us> wrote:
Hi Katie and Fred ??
I have updated our website with these additional links. Thanks so much for
sending these along.
I cannot find the exact words to express how grateful I am to be a part of this
effort and hear your story. Thank you for sharing with us ??
Gratefully,
Beth Luther, Operations Director, CAP
bluther@clearcreekcounty.us
Clear Creek County
PH: 303-679-2312
FX: 303-679-2440
County Commissioner Meeting Agenda & Packets
From: Kate Simota <simotayoung@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2022 11:25 AM
To: Beth Luther <bluther@clearcreekcounty.us>; Fred Mosqueda <fmosqueda@cheyenneandarapahonsn.gov>
Subject: Resources for Mount Evans
Hi Beth,
Fred Mosqueda and I would like to share the following resources on the Mount Evans proposals
document on the county website. We hope these resources can be listed under the Mount Blue Sky
Proposal listing.
Thank you,
Katie
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RMPBS Documentary
https://video.rmpbs.org/video/colorado-experience-sand-creekmassacre/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAr5iQBhCsARIsAPcwROPOwGOu2Cl7oIZ6YUd8hzCKZ6FYWVUOlOYtWIqwwsd3O4jOc3GaBAaAvV-EALw_wcB
The US Army's Massacre of Innocents: Sand Creek - RE:WIRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRMfSCUZynU
Importance of Renaming Webinar
https://zoom.us/rec/play/12A4MI_mtV3zs_EXsf3pTI8R2wnkw2SjaUk1LxTYWdss2BILUcvRtYCrjqvZBaZQK_ZiFV7zF-hmJpK.d7SjkIxNDBH-FoxX?continueMode=true
-Katie Simota
simotayoung@gmail.com
(970) 689-9887
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lib Comeaux <lcomeaux.ej@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:00 AM
Beth Luther; johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; governorpolis@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Please Rename Mt Evans to Mt Blue Sky

Dear Ms Luther, Ms Johnie Abad, Governor Polis, and Ms. Runyon,
As people of faith who have the privilege of living in Colorado, we urge you to take up and adopt the proposal of the
Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes and The Wilderness Society to rename Mount Evans Mount Blue Sky. As they testified:
"When we come to Colorado now and look west, we look with sorrow and despair. We want to change how we feel. We want to
look up at that big mountain with its endless skies and put something beautiful in that place. Mount Blue Sky is beautiful." The
Arapaho were known as the Blue Sky People and the Cheyenne have an annual ceremony of renewal of life called Blue Sky.
This is a positive, joyful, and historic name we can adopt for this Mountain, overlooking our most populated areas, turning a page on
more harmful actions and legacy. Mount Evans is a stunningly beautiful Colorado landmark that deserves a name that honors its
natural and cultural history. We want to teach our kids and students good things, when we teach them about Mount Blue Sky and
that we can and do act to make change, when it is right and necessary.
We join a large number of Coloradans and Colorado organizations also requesting this change, and we concur and note:

“Colorado’s interest in promoting inclusivity is stronger than any prior interest in honoring a man who is known for
politically targeting Tribes (Utes, Cheyenne, Arapaho and Lakota) with messages of hate and fear, of which directly
resulted in a massacre of over 160 people, including mostly women and children. Evans’ great‐great grandson, Tom
Hayden, also supported changing the name of Mt. Evans, as did his wife and sister.”
Thank you in advance for your grace, wisdom, and action in making this right and necessary change at this time.
Signed:
Libby Comeaux, Co‐Coordinator
Loretto Earth Network

‐‐‐‐‐
Appendix ‐ Highlights of note from Petition to Rename Mount Evans
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John Evans is Not Worthy of Recognition

“I, John Evans, governor of Colorado Territory, do issue this my proclamation, authorizing all citizens of Colorado, either
individually or in such parties as they may organize, to go in pursuit of all hostile Indians on the plains…to kill and destroy, as
enemies of the country, wherever they may be found, all such hostile Indians.” —1864 Proclamation by Governor John Evans

As people of faith, with biblical schools and a known display for many years of a bible made from the skin of said Indian people, we
acknowledge that Indigenous peoples and nations were continually and unfairly characterized as hostile in defending or simply
peacefully living in their land of generations, even millennia.

Mount Evans is a stunningly beautiful Colorado landmark that deserves a name that honors its natural and cultural history. John
Evans, the former territorial governor of Colorado, authorized the indiscriminate murder of American Indians and was responsible
for one of the worst massacres in American history, the Sand Creek Massacre.

The Sand Creek Massacre resulted in the deaths of hundreds of Cheyenne and Arapaho men, women, and children. Evans was
roundly condemned, forced to resign in disgrace, and is not deserving of recognition. This petition is submitted by the Cheyenne &
Arapaho Tribes and The Wilderness Society. We propose to rename Mt. Evans as Mt. Blue Sky as it signifies the Arapaho as they
were known as the Blue Sky People and the Cheyenne who have an annual ceremony of renewal of life called Blue Sky.

BACKGROUND
Stunning and rugged, and standing at 14,264 feet in elevation, Mount Evans towers over Colorado’s Front Range and dominates
the Denver skyline. Mount Evans is an incredible Colorado landmark that features important pieces of the state’s history. The
mountain deserves a name that honors its natural and cultural values, rather than its current name which recognizes John Evans,
the former politician who authorized the indiscriminate murder of American Indians and was responsible for one of the worst
massacres in American history.

John Evans was the territorial governor of Colorado from 1862 to 1865. As territorial governor, Evans supported raids and warfare
against American Indians. In June 1864, Evans issued a proclamation to “Friendly Indians of the Plains” ordering them to report to
“places of safety.”1 “The war on hostile Indians will be continued,” the proclamation warned, “until they are all effectively
subdued.”2 Many Native Americans who tried to peacefully surrender were killed. Less than two months later, Evans issued a
second proclamation authorizing “all citizens of Colorado…to go in pursuit of all hostile Indians and “kill and destroy” them. The
proclamation reads, in part: I, John Evans, governor of Colorado Territory, do issue this my proclamation, all citizens of Colorado,
either individually or in such parties as they may organize, to go in pursuit of all hostile Indians on the plains…to kill and destroy, as
enemies of the country, wherever they may be found, all such hostile Indians. And further…I hereby empower such citizens, or
parties of citizens, to take captive, and hold to their own private use and benefit, all the property of said hostile Indians that they
may capture... 3

1 Report of the John Evans Study Committee, Univ. of Denver, November 2014, p. 60. 2 Id., at 60. 3 Id. at 67.
2

The proclamation went on to offer to provide arms and ammunition and pay soldier’s wages to any citizens who report for war
against Native Americans. At the same time Evans was declaring war against Native Americans and organizing local militias to
carry it out, Colonel John Chivington, commander of the Colorado Military District declared martial law, which usurped Evans’
vigilante forces into an organized militia. Chivington then turned that militia against the Native Americans of the plains. The results
were disastrous.

The militia found hundreds of peaceful Cheyenne and Arapaho camped at Big Sandy Creek. The Native Americans had moved to
the Big Sandy after reporting to Ft. Lyons—as ordered by Governor Evans’ first proclamation—and being ordered by the military
commander there to do so. Upon seeing the army amassing above their camp, Cheyenne leader Mo'ohtavetoo'o (Black Kettle)
raised an American flag and a white flag to signal their peaceful intentions. Despite this, Chivington directed the force to attack.
Hundreds of Cheyenne and Arapaho men, women, and children were mutilated and killed. One soldier later recounted the scene
before Congress: “I saw the bodies of those lying there cut all to pieces, worse mutilated than any I ever saw before; the women
cut all to pieces…[cut] with knives; scalped; their brains knocked out; children two or three months old; all ages lying there, from
sucking infants up to warriors...[mutilated] by the United States troops.”4 Many similar accounts exist, each portraying the most
vicious and inhumane treatment imaginable. Chivington celebrated by parading the mutilated bodies of tribal members in the
streets of Denver. Governor Evans praised the men for their “valor in subduing the savages.”5

The event was soon recognized as a brutal massacre. Two Congressional committees and one military committee investigated the
event, recognizing guilt on the part of the United States. The Joint Committee on the Conduct of War wrote of Colonel Chivington
that they could “hardly find fitting terms to describe his conduct.”6 “Chivington,” the committee wrote, “deliberately planned and
executed a foul and dastardly massacre…to gratify the worst passions that ever cursed the heart of man.”7 Evans testified before
the committees and proclaimed his innocence. Nonetheless, he was accused of creating the conditions upon which the Sand Creek
Massacre took place and of covering up his involvement in the attack.

The Joint Committee on the Conduct of War said, in its final report, that “no effort seems to have been made by the authorities
there to prevent these hostilities, other than by the commission of even worse acts. The hatred of the whites to the Indians
would seem to have been inflamed and excited to the utmost.”8 It was John Evans who created these conditions. The Chairman
of the Joint Commission demanded that Governor Evans be removed from office. In 1865, Governor Evans was forced to resign in
disgrace. That same year, the United States negotiated the Treaty of the Little Arkansas River, in part to compensate victims of
the Sand Creek Massacre. The treaty stated: The United States being desirous to express its condemnation of, and, as far as may
be, repudiate the gross and wanton outrages perpetrated against certain bands of Cheyenne and Arrapahoe Indians, on the
twenty‐ninth day of November, A.D. 1864, at Sand Creek, in Colorado Territory, while the said Indians were at peace with the
United States, and under its flag, whose protection they had by lawful

4 Testimony of John Smith, Mar 14, 1865. pbs.org/weta/thewest/resources/archives/four/sandcrk.htm#smith.
5 Leavitt, Craig; Noel, Thomas J. Herndon Davis: Painting Colorado History, 1901–1962 (2016). University Press of Colorado. p. 57.
6 John Chivington Bio, Nat’l Park Service nps.gov/sand/learn/historyculture/john‐chivington‐biography.htm.
7 Id.
8 University of Denver report, p. 83.
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authority been promised and induced to seek, and the Government being desirous to make some suitable reparation for the
injuries then done, will grant 320 acres of land by patent.9 The treaty also promised individual payments to survivors. The
promised payments have never been made.

A final, 2014 report by the University of Denver confirmed Evans’ responsibility for the Sand Creek Massacre, concluding “John
Evans’s pattern of neglect of his treaty‐negotiating duties, his leadership failures, and his reckless decision‐making in 1864
combine to clearly demonstrate a significant level of culpability for the Sand Creek Massacre.”10

PROPOSED NAME
It's time to rename Mount Evans. There is no place to honor those who facilitated atrocities against Native Americans on America’s
public lands. We propose to rename Mt. Evans as Mt. Blue Sky as it signifies the Arapaho as they were known as the Blue Sky People
and the Cheyenne who have an annual ceremony of renewal of life called Blue Sky.

SUPPORT FOR THE NAME CHANGE
There is wide support for changing the name of Mt. Evans. In addition to the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes and The Wilderness
Society, the name change is supported by numerous tribal leaders, conservation organizations, local government officials, and
others. In 2018, the Denver American Indian Commission wrote in support of changing the name of Mt. Evans: It’s time to
discontinue using Evans’ name because we do not honor mass killing of human life for any reason. Colorado’s interest in promoting
inclusivity is stronger than any prior interest in honoring a man who is known for politically targeting Tribes (Utes, Cheyenne,
Arapaho and Lakota) with messages of hate and fear, of which directly resulted in a massacre of over 160 people, including
mostly women and children.11 Evans’ great‐great grandson, Tom Hayden, also supported changing the name of Mt. Evans, as did
his wife and sister.12

PETITIONERS
This petition is submitted by the Cheyenne & Arapaho Tribes and The Wilderness Society on behalf of all people who seek a more
just and equitable name for Mt. Evans.

9 Sand Creek Massacre, Encyclopedia of the Great Plains. Available at http://plainshumanities.unl.edu/encyclopedia/doc/egp.war.039.
10 University of Denver report, p. iii.
11 Statement supporting Mt. Evans name change process, Denver American Indian Commission, December 10, 2018.
12 Only great‐Great grandson of former Governor John Evans dies 9 months after apologizing for Sand Creek Massacre, KGNU, March 9, 2015.
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‐
Denver, 720‐320‐8723
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From:
Sally Cuffin <smcuffin@comcast.net>
Sent:
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:44 PM
To: Beth Luther
Subject: Mt. Evans rename (9news story)
Beth,
Made many trips up the mountain in my younger days enjoying the views and
the flora and fauna. Even ran up it once.
My vote is for Mount Blue Sky - at least that gets it back to nature.
Of course, these days I probably would call it Mount Too Crowded - but that
name would fit most of the 14ers.
Sally Cuffin
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Deuble <evergreenmaws@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 8:03 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Blue Sky

Dear Commissioners,
I am joining you from the land of the Ute, Cheyenne, and Arapaho. I grew up on the land of the Menominee
and Ojibwe and moved to the land of the Potawatomi. I live in Evergreen, CO in Jefferson County.
I do not remember learning about the Indigenous people whose land I lived and traveled on formally. I did
learn about Indigenous lands from adults around me. For example: reservations were where Indians lived
because they could not afford to live anywhere else and "we", white people were taking care of them. They
had to live on the reservations because Indians were lazy and drank. Places were named after Indian tribes
because this was where they lived. Indians killed the white people who moved west. Indians were not
civilized; white people were helping the Indians. I learned the stereotype image that white people gave to
Indigenous people.
I realized, as a teacher, what I had been telling my students about the fourth Thursday of November was from
the white person's perspective. I began educating myself and learning about the Wampanoag and the white
settlers. I designed a new unit, from the perspective of the Wampanoag. I have used this perspective in
speaking with others especially around the fourth Thursday of November. I am trying, like many of the stories I
heard, to educate myself and others. To also ask questions.
Do any of my stories sound familiar to you?
I am grateful to the Clear Creek Commissioners – Wheelock, Marlin and Wood for beginning the conversation
to change the name of Mount Evans and honoring the tribal voices of this land. As a white person, I
encourage the commissioners to change the name Mount Blue Sky. White people have the power to do this
for the Indigenous lands we stole.
Thank you for your time,
Amy Deuble
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Fischer <lkborneman@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 5:11 PM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans rename

Hi Ms. Luther,
I like Mt Blue Sky!
Thanks,
Lindsay Fischer
Evergreen CO
Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Hutchins <lisahutchins@outlook.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 3:16 PM
Beth Luther
My Vote for Renaming Mount Evans

Hello Ms. Luther:
I would like to voice support for renaming Mount Evans as Mount Blue Sky.
Whatever name is decided, I’m glad to hear that Mount Evans will be renamed. Thank you and everyone involved for
working on this project.
With best wishes,
Lisa Hutchins
Estes Park
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Kamb <amykamb@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 11:20 AM
Beth Luther
Vote to Rename Mt Evans

Hi!
I’m from Evergreen and vote to rename Mt Evans to Mount Blue Sky.
Amy Kamb
26176 Sweetbriar Trail
Evergreen, CO
80439
Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nora Kelly <nvkesq@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 3:57 PM
Beth Luther
Re-naming My. Evans

Ms. Luther,
My vote for the new name for Mt. Evans, is Mt. Blue Sky. It's my understanding that it was chosen by the Southern
Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes.

Sincerely,
Nora Kelly
834 Fillmore St, Denver, CO 80206
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

heather mctammany <skippyhaha@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 6:25 AM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mt Evans to Mt Blue Sky

Dear Beth Luther and Clear Creek County Commissioners:
This is a short note to express my support for renaming Mount Evans to Mount Blue Sky.
I watched the presentation this week and am persuaded by the fact that the Blue Sky term has positive meaning for
both the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes and is supported by the same folks who worked so hard to change Squaw to
Mestaahehe. And it's easy to spell and remember and it just fits well.
Thank you for your consideration,
Heather McTammany
Evergreen, CO

On Tue, Mar 2, 2021, 7:08 PM Beth Luther <bluther@clearcreekcounty.us> wrote:

Hello Heather:

Clear Creek County has received your letter of support and we have included in our formal
record. Thank you.

Gratefully,

Beth Luther, Operations Admin, CAP
Clear Creek County
PH: 303-679-2312
FX: 303-679-2440
bluther@clearcreekcounty.us
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Please Note: To slow the spread of COVID-19, some County services and facilities are closed for non-essential services until
further notice. Please visit this page for information on what services and facilities are currently available as part of a balanced

approach to phased reopening.

From: heather mctammany <skippyhaha@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 4:29 PM
To: Beth Luther <bluther@clearcreekcounty.us>; Randy Wheelock <rwheelock@clearcreekcounty.us>;
johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Subject: Renaming Mt Evans and Squ*w

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board and Clear Creek
County Board of Commissioners:

I understand you are contemplating changing the names of two locations very near my house ‐ Mount Evans and
Squaw Mountain ‐ and want to voice my wholehearted support for changing both to something agreed upon by
members of the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes who have lived and traveled through this area for generations, as soon
as possible.

I have heard representatives of these tribes say that to them "sq*aw" is a derogatory word for women like "c*nt" and
feels like a "slap in the face." This is a beautiful mountain and I often drive on Squ*w Pass Road and am ashamed that
this is the word we use for it. I plead with you to change this name to a name local Indigenous people agree upon.

I have heard representatives of these tribes talk about the Sand Creek Massacre which was authorized by Governor
Evans and is a horrible stain on our history ‐ a peaceful village including women and children was brutally decimated. It
would be a "small healing" for Arapaho and Cheyenne people to have these two place names changed to something
that honors and celebrates them.

Thank you,
Heather McTammany
Evergreen CO 80439
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claudia Morrisson <claudiamorrisson@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:38 AM
Beth Luther
I Support Mount Blue Sky

Dear Beth Luther,
As a resident in Boulder, Colorado I am emailing you to let you know that I support Mount Blue Sky and the renaming of
Mount Evans to honor the Indigenous People of Colorado. I hope you feel the same and I am emailing you because you
have the power to right the wrongs against Indigenous Peoples in our Nation's history. This is a simple and small step
toward righting those wrongs by not recognizing the violent, murderous, and racist actions of John Evans and renaming
Mt. Evans.
Thank you for reading this email and for your support of Mount Blue Sky.

‐‐
Claudia Morrisson
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth Richards <erichards@phasechange.ai>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:53 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans

First: kudos for taking on the renaming of a mountain that may celebrate a history we
no longer hold so positive.
As someone who looks out at Mount Evans every morning, I know I will use the name
quite frequently and want to balance meaning with practicality. Mount Cheyenne
Arapaho might appear to provide the most honor to a tribe so severely injured, but then
I think about how I would use it. “Hey, David, look at the sunrise on Mount Cheyenne
Arapaho.” It’s unlikely I’ll use the full name for long. What will it be shortened to?
Mount Cheyenne? Not to be confused with Cheyenne Mountain? Is there dishonor in
shortening it?
Mount Blue Sky makes me smile. Isn’t that what I see so many mornings? Let’s make it
easy and joyful for all of us to do the right thing.
Thanks for the opportunity for input.
Elizabeth Richards
Director of Operations
Phase Change Software LLC
303.586.8912
erichards@phasechange.ai
PhaseChange.ai
§: KDWZLVGRP FDQ\RXILQGWKDWLVJUHDWHUWKDQNLQGQHVV"¨¥-HDQ-DFTXHV5RXVVHDX
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ben Swales <ben.swales@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 7:56 PM
Beth Luther
In support of name change to Mount Blue Sky

Beth,
Just wanted to reach out in support of the name change to Mount Blue Sky, as a summit county home owner and a very
frequent visitor of clear creek. I think we need to show respect to the Arapaho and Cheyenne neighbors and change the
name to mount blue sky. I want us to help make Colorado a more inclusive place for all!

Thank you!
Benji Swales
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marsha Trout <troutmarsha@yahoo.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 5:32 AM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans name change

Ms. Luther – I am all for the name change for Mt. Evans. I think that it should be a name suggested by Native tribes. I
vote for Mount Blue Sky. The other suggestion is both wordy and confusing since there already is a Cheyenne Mountain
in nearby Colorado Springs.
Thanks for allowing the input. Good luck with the whole process.
Marsha Trout
2036 Crestvue Circle
Golden Colorado 80401
Sent from Mail for Windows
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keziah Wonstolen <keziah@vanninconsulting.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 8:14 PM
Beth Luther
Blue Sky

Hello, my name is Keziah Wonstolen. I live and own a home in Denver and also own a small woman‐owned business. It’s
important that Colorado is an inclusive place for all. We need to respect our Cheyenne and Arapaho neighbors and
change the name to Mount Blue Sky.
Thanks for the consideration.
Keziah
Keziah Wonstolen
CEO, Vannin Chief of Staff
720.695.4616
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carl Cabrera <carl.cabrera@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 6:03 PM
Beth Luther
Not Mt (Anne) Evans

FFS, not Mt Anne Evans. Auch a Sorry excuse to keep Mt Evans by renaming the mountain
after her daughter instead of the governor. They’re still hegemonic colonialist no matter how
you spin it. No to Lt Evans. EVER.
Mt Blue Sky or Mt Cheyenne-Arapaho.
Anything other than Mt Evans. Fuck that colonialist hegemonic naming shit.
Carl Brothers
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katiewatson <katiewatson@yahoo.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:23 AM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mt. Evans

As a native of Colorado, I’d like to provide my input into renaming Mt. Evans, here are my 2
top choices:
Mount Blue Sky
Mount Evans (re-dedicated)
Thanks.
Warm regards,
Katie Watson
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kamb <johnkamb65@gmail.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 11:12 AM
Beth Luther
Mt Evens renaming

I would like to voice my support for Mt Evans to be renamed Mount Blue Sky. Thank you! John Kamb, Evergreen Colorado
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Linda Evans <lindarepm@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 4, 2022 9:40 AM
To: Nanette Reimer <nreimer@clearcreekcounty.us>
Subject: New name for the massif formerly known as Mount Evans
Hello,
I have been redirected to you by email from Beth Luther (sp?), as she is out of office until March 14. I
had written her to see if I might submit a new name that would befit the mountain I have cherished
more than any other mountain or place in nature for over 50 years.
I had not known that she had been profaned by the name of a heinous, long-dead Colorado Territory
governor.
I just learned this sad news yesterday, March 3, and I understand that the Ute and Cheyenne-Arapaho
tribes are being considered and consulted first. But I wonder if I might still submit a name for
consideration that would befit her beauty and that would also be relatable.
I know her best for her majesty and grandeur, for her wildlife, tundra-like flora, Chicago Lakes tarns, and
ancient bristlecone pines, as well as for the quaking aspens which bring gold to the ponderosas in the
fall. In years past, I have treasured the rare and wonderful times I spent alone on the summit and with
the bighorn sheep at Summit Lake.
Further, I have done a search to ensure that there is no other mountain with the name I would like to
propose, and found none. Is there a form, guidelines, or anything else I need to take into account? If so,
please advise me as soon as possible. Otherwise, I'm prepared to propose a name now, with this email.
I propose to the governing commissioners that we name our beloved peak
"Clear Creek Peak."
Thank you, sincerely,
Linda Evans (no relation!)
503 Kansas St.
Norman, OK 73069
Email: lindarepm@gmail.com

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

s vanbenner <vanbenner@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 11:36 AM
Beth Luther
Mount Black Kettle

In rembering the sand creek incident mount Evans should be
Renamed to the chief of the tribe
of that time and area Black Kettle
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Merrilee Anneberg <eelirrem@msn.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 12:20 PM
Beth Luther
renaming Mt Evans

Hello
As much as Sandcreek history horrifies me, some renaming is dangerous. Why not offer Mt History as a name: if we
delete all names and erase history, I believe we will repeat it. Hate is not in a name but in the people who do not care or
listen or are ignorant.
Sincerely, Merrilee Anneberg
Sent from Mail for Windows
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mary krieger <maryokay9@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 10:02 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mount Evans

With regard to renaming Mount Evans I have been following for some time.
I prefer the name Mount Blue Skies to honor the Arapahoe and Cheyenne. I would suggest someone contact the UTE
people since Mount Evans was their traditional range, The Arapahoes and Cheyenne being East of the South Platte
River, according to my understanding.
I also like the name Mount Rosa,
This is the traditional name of Mount Rosalie which is already named and currently in Park County near Bailey. Mount
Rosalie and Mount Evans are part of the same "Massif" it sounds suitable to have Rosa and Rosalie side by side. This
was the traditional name.
I would like some more indigenous American people input.
Sincerely Mary Krieger
303.838.7391
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian T <vqgjpb@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:42 AM
Beth Luther
Mt Evans rename

I suggest that Mt Evans should be renamed Platte Peak. The South Platte River drains from all the drainage of Mt Evans.
Brian C Treacy
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tera Blackman <terablackman@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 4:37 PM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Native renaming of Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mountain

Dear Members of Clear Creek County Commission,
I write to you from unceded Araphoe, Ute, Cheyenne, and 48 other unceded tribal lands. I ask that
from the positions of power you hold, you may wisely and humbly honor the requests of indigenous
folx who originally stewarded and lived on the land your feet are currently resting upon. With
community calls to rename Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mountain, I ask that you prioritize and solely
consider native proposals versus non-native proposals. The current names of these sacred lands are
rooted in ongoing violence toward indigenous communities. The name Mt. Evans glorifies a massacre
of native folx while Sq**w is a derogatory and offensive term used to harm indigenous womxn. A
native-conscious renaming of these spaces will not only offer great healing to native folx, but it will
also serve as a reminder to non-native folx that native folx are still here. In the meantime, these
names continue to harm, degrade, and disempower the original peoples of Turtle Island. Thank you
for taking the time to read this gentle nudge toward one of many first steps in recognizing ongoing
violence and one of many first steps in supporting self-autonomy for native communities.
With gratitude,
Tera Blackman
she/hers
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March 1, 2022
Dear Commissioners Wheelock, Wood, and Marlin, Governor Polis, Jenny Runyon, and Johnie Abad,
Many thanks for one more opportunity to speak to the issue of renaming Mt. Evans. I have forwarded
your letter requesting comment to as many of my extended family as I have contact information. You
will no doubt be receiving numerous and varied opinions from the Evans family. Like the members of
the tribes, we don’t all agree!
I am a fifth generation descendant of former Governor Evans, and was named after his daughter, Anne
Evans. I grew up in Colorado, spending a good deal of time in Clear Creek County on my family’s
ranch beneath said mountain. My brother, Tom Hayden, was a Clear Creek County Commissioner, as
you no doubt remember. My sister, three adult children and three grandchildren (now the 7th
generation) live year-round in the Upper Bear Creek Valley in CCC.
In 1999, members of my family were invited to join the Cheyenne and Arapaho people at the site of the
Sand Creek Massacre for their first Healing Run. The Native people, in their wisdom and generosity,
knew that our family, and indeed all non-native people, were in as much need of healing as they were.
Healing could not happen on one side only, they reminded me often. My cousin and I traveled with
them across the plains, witnessing many things: their dedication to healing for their youth; their respect
for their elders and women; their commitment to continuing their traditions, languages and ceremonies
that had been outlawed until 1978; and their ongoing resilience after more than a century of efforts to
perpetrate genocide on the original inhabitants. I also witnessed, to my utter dismay, the many
instances of bigotry and racism that they met along the route of the Healing Run.
In spite of the history between our families, I have become a long-time respected friend of some of the
Cheyenne and Arapaho people. My extended family invited many of them to join us for a gathering in
2014, for the 150th anniversary of the massacre. We listened to their stories and exchanged gifts. We
passed around a poem written by my cousin, and everyone signed it, as a new treaty between our
families. Songs were sung, pictures taken. I was on the capitol steps when Governor Hickenlooper read
his heart-felt apology to the tribes after their annual run that year. Along with everyone there, I wept.
Finally, a governor called the atrocities what they were and apologized.
I joined a delegation of Cheyenne and Arapaho people, with my brother and niece, to speak on panels
at DU and NWU, after the long-awaited research into Evans’ culpability was published. The
universities disagreed with each other, just as many in my extended family disagree with each other.
As his great-great granddaughter, it is tiresome to keep debating Evans’ degree of responsibility. He
had a dual role as Governor and Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and simply was not able to perform
both well. It is well documented that he neglected to make much effort to understand or care for the
interests of the Native people, but instead incited mass fear and hostility amongst the settlers against
them. The result was the Sand Creek Massacre.
We are still living under the shadow of racism and white supremacy. It is now in our contemporary
capacity to reach out and stand with the tribes in service to healing the old wounds between us and
among us. The tribes are asking to change the name of the mountain as one of the steps toward
acknowledging truth and working toward reconciliation. When the Cheyenne and Arapaho people from
any of the three tribes come to Denver, the sight of the mountain bearing Evans' name is like salt in an
old wound.

It is from my heart, and from my long experience growing up embedded in Colorado history and
through my friendship with the Cheyenne and Arapaho people, that I recommend that the name of Mt
Evans be changed.
The Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho of Oklahoma have proposed the name “Mount Blue Sky.” It is a
translation of one of their names for the Arapaho tribe. Naming the mountain that, will leave out the
Cheyenne Nation. Though it has been mentioned that the Cheyennes have a ceremony with that name,
a Cheyenne traditionalist has explained to me that it is their protocol and tradition not to use the name
of a ceremony in public. It would be offensive to them to place this name on the mountain. Therefore,
members of the Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Montana have proposed the name, “Mount CheyenneArapaho.” It would honor all the descendants of the massacre.
Have the Ute tribes spoken? This was originally their territory as well, before they were removed to
reservations.
Though I was named after Anne Evans, I cannot promote the re-designation of the mountain in her
honor. Though she had close connections with some tribes, notably the Pueblo and Navajo, and was a
strong patron of their art, she did not reach out to the Arapaho and Cheyenne.
I also recommend that we do not name the mountain after another non-native person. So no Mount
Soule, Mount (Anne) Evans, or Mount Rosalie.
My recommendation is to stand back, as non-Native people, whether you are a descendant of settlers or
not, and let the three tribes of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Nations, as well as the Ute Nations, come to a
consensus for a new name. At this point they do not agree. Given time, they will. It is in their history to
do so. In the time of their ancestors, the Cheyenne and Arapaho were allies and worked together,
hunted together, prayed together, and fought together. Let’s give them the space to do that again, and
not come between them with our urgency.
What is our urgency? Just because the BGN has other work to do, it is no reason not to give the tribes
all the time they need to work together. If we continue to pit one tribe against the other, we are
perpetuating the way our own ancestors behaved in the 1800's. This is not a way to seek reconciliation.
The Clear Creek County Commissioners have listened to all sides. Thank you for holding this
presentation today. I implore you to ask the Colorado Naming Board and the BGN to grant more time.
For maximum healing, the name must come from the tribes themselves. Perhaps it will be a yetundiscovered-name that will honor all three tribes and the Ute people as well, and be agreeable to the
non-native residents of Colorado. May this be a name that will bring us all closer together. There is
enough "us vs them" in our country already!
I love these mountains like my own life, and trust that those who are close to them will find a way. Let
the mountains themselves speak a name. Give the Native people space and time to listen.
Sincerely,
Anne Hayden

Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anne Hayden <ahayden@whidbey.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 4:18 PM
Randy Wheelock
Beth Luther; Peter Lichtman; Brian Bosshardt; BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC; Governorpolis@state.co.us;
Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; Sean Wood; George Marlin
Re: Request For Comment: Mount Evans Renaming Recommendation From Clear Creek County
Letter to CCC Commissioners.3-1-22.pdf

Dear Commissioners Wheelock, Wood, and Marlin, Governor Polis, Jenny Runyon, and Johnie Abad,
Many thanks for one more opportunity to speak to the issue of renaming Mt. Evans. I have forwarded your letter requesting
comment to as many of my extended family as I have contact information. You will no doubt be receiving numerous and
varied opinions from the Evans family. Like the members of the tribes, we don’t all agree!
I am a fifth generation descendant of former Governor Evans, and was named after his daughter, Anne Evans. I grew up in
Colorado, spending a good deal of time in Clear Creek County on my family’s ranch beneath said mountain. My brother, Tom
Hayden, was a Clear Creek County Commissioner before his death in 2016, as you might remember. My sister, three adult
children and three grandchildren (now the 7th generation) live year‐round in the Upper Bear Creek Valley in CCC.
In 1999, members of my family were invited to join the Cheyenne and Arapaho people at the site of the Sand Creek Massacre
for their first Healing Run. The Native people, in their wisdom and generosity, knew that our family, and indeed all non‐native
people, were in as much need of healing as they were. Healing could not happen on one side only, they reminded me often.
My cousin and I traveled with them across the plains, witnessing many things: their dedication to healing for their youth; their
respect for their elders and women; their commitment to continuing their traditions, languages and ceremonies that had been
outlawed until 1978; and their ongoing resilience after more than a century of efforts to perpetrate genocide on the original
inhabitants. I also witnessed, to my utter dismay, the many instances of bigotry and racism that they met along the route of
the Healing Run.
In spite of the history between our families, I have become a long‐time respected friend of some of the Cheyenne and
Arapaho people. My extended family invited many of them to join us for a gathering in 2014, for the 150th anniversary of the
massacre. We listened to their stories and exchanged gifts. We passed around a poem written by my cousin, and everyone
signed it, as a new treaty between our families. Songs were sung, pictures taken. I was on the capitol steps when Governor
Hickenlooper read his heart‐felt apology to the tribes after their annual run that year. Along with everyone there, I wept.
Finally, a governor called the atrocities what they were and apologized.
I joined a delegation of Cheyenne and Arapaho people, with my brother and niece, to speak on panels at DU and NWU, after
the long‐awaited research into Evans’ culpability was published. The universities disagreed with each other, just as many in my
extended family disagree with each other. As his great‐great granddaughter, it is tiresome to keep debating Evans’ degree of
responsibility. He had a dual role as Governor and Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and simply was not able to perform both
well. It is well documented that he neglected to make much effort to understand or care for the interests of the Native
people, but instead incited mass fear and hostility amongst the settlers against them. The result was the Sand Creek Massacre.
We are still living under the shadow of racism and white supremacy. It is now in our contemporary capacity to reach out and
stand with the tribes in service to healing the old wounds between us and among us. The tribes are asking to change the name
of the mountain as one of the steps toward acknowledging truth and working toward reconciliation. When the Cheyenne and
Arapaho people from any of the three tribes come to Denver, the sight of the mountain bearing Evans' name is like salt in an
old wound.
It is from my heart, and from my long experience growing up embedded in Colorado history and through my friendship with
the Cheyenne and Arapaho people, that I recommend that the name of Mt Evans be changed.
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The Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho of Oklahoma have proposed the name “Mount Blue Sky.” It is a translation of one of
their names for the Arapaho tribe. Naming the mountain that, will leave out the Cheyenne Nation. Though it has been
mentioned that the Cheyennes have a ceremony with that name, a Cheyenne traditionalist has explained to me that it is their
protocol and tradition not to use the name of a ceremony in public. It would be offensive to them to place this name on the
mountain. Therefore, members of the Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Montana have proposed the name, “Mount Cheyenne‐
Arapaho.” It would honor all the descendants of the massacre.
Have the Ute tribes spoken? This was originally their territory as well, before they were removed to reservations.
Though I was named after Anne Evans, I cannot promote the re‐designation of the mountain in her honor. Though she had
close connections with some tribes, notably the Pueblo and Navajo, and was a strong patron of their art, she did not reach out
to the Arapaho and Cheyenne.
I also recommend that we do not name the mountain after another non‐native person. So no Mount Soule, Mount (Anne)
Evans, or Mount Rosalie.
My recommendation is to stand back, as non‐Native people, whether you are a descendant of settlers or not, and let the three
tribes of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Nations, as well as the Ute Nations, come to a consensus for a new name. At this point
they do not agree. Given time, they will. It is in their history to do so. In the time of their ancestors, the Cheyenne and
Arapaho were allies and worked together, hunted together, prayed together, and fought together. Let’s give them the space
to do that again, and not come between them with our urgency.
What is our urgency? Just because the BGN has other work to do, it is no reason not to give the tribes all the time they need
to work together. If we continue to pit one tribe against the other, we are perpetuating the way our own ancestors behaved in
the 1800's. This is not a way to seek reconciliation.
The Clear Creek County Commissioners have listened to all sides. Thank you for holding this presentation today. I implore you
to ask the Colorado Naming Board and the BGN to grant more time. For maximum healing, the name must come from the
tribes themselves. Perhaps it will be a yet‐undiscovered‐name that will honor all three tribes and the Ute people as well, and
be agreeable to the non‐native residents of Colorado. May this be a name that will bring us all closer together. There is
enough "us vs them" in our country already!
I love these mountains like my own life, and trust that those who are close to them will find a way. Let the mountains
themselves speak a name. Give the Native people space and time to listen.
Sincerely,
Anne Hayden

____________________
Anne Hayden
ahayden@whidbey.com
(360) 320‐5343

On Feb 9, 2022, at 9:27 PM, Randy Wheelock <rwheelock@clearcreekcounty.us> wrote:

Dear members of the Evans family,
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I am writing today in order to ensure that you and the rest of your family are all aware of
upcoming meetings regarding the potential renaming of Mount Evans, and that you don't miss
the opportunity to inform that decision. Because we don't know everyone in your family, we
are hoping that you will please pass this on to your other family members. As an example, I do
not have Mag's email address, but did leave her a phone message.
The Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board (CGNAB) and the US Board on Geographic
Names (BGN) intend to act this year on the five proposals to change the name of Mount Evans,
and both have informed Clear Creek County that they would like our official County
recommendation to inform their decisions. The final renaming decision is not ours, but will be
made at the BGN, informed by the recommendations of Native American Tribes, the
CGNAB, Colorado Governor Polis, the county, your family and others.
In order to contact the federal and state agencies directly with your comments:
Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board
Johnie Abad
303‐866‐3311, ext 8670
Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us
Colorado Governor Jared Polis
(303) 866‐2471
Governorpolis@state.co.us
U.S. Board of Geographic Names (BGN ‐ Federal)
Jennifer Runyon
703‐648‐4550
bgnexec@usgs.gov
We know that the BGN will respect your direct opinion, but we hope to also have it in order to
also help inform ours. We are making the same request of the Ute Tribes due to their history in
the area, and the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes in Oklahoma and Montana due their history in
the area and at the Sand Creek Massacre.
We would like to have your opinions as soon as possible, hopefully before March 1, 2022 but no
later than close of business on March 14, 2022 in order for them to help inform
our decision. You may do so by reply to this email, and/or by attending our public comment
opportunities described below.
The five proposals for new names are:






Mount Blue Sky (from the Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes)
Mount Cheyenne‐Arapaho (from the Northern Cheyenne Tribe)
Mount Soule (from a private party)
Mount Rosalie (from a private party)
Mount Evans ( to be re‐designated after a different Evans family member; from a
private party)
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At our Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) meeting on Tuesday, Feb 1, we endorsed the
following local county process in order to arrive at our recommendation to the CGNAB and
BGN:



We will contact the Cheyenne, Arapaho and Ute Tribes, and the Evans family to make
them aware of this process and seek their input.



We'll soon be posting links on our Facebook page and website for:
o The process and the schedule described below.
o The information files on the proposals sent to us by the BGN.
o Any other educational information that a proponent sends us.
o The recording of our educational meeting last year with both Cheyenne and
Arapaho participants, describing the history of the Sand Creek Massacre and its
impact on the descendants of the massacre victims.
o A general request for written public comment.



We'll advertise the above and the schedule below in local print media.



On March 1 at 10:00 AM we'll give the proponent of each proposal 10 minutes to
present with a 5 minute Q&A in a session of about 1 1/2 hours, with no public comment
other than what appears in chat. We don't want to ignite debate or subject any
proponent to abusive oral comments. We'll then add a video of that session to our
posted links.



On March 8 at 6:00 PM we'll hold a public comment session for as long as it takes,
generally allowing 3 minutes per person. You are also welcome to comment to us in
that meeting.



On March 15 at 1:00 PM we'll have an action session, beginning with any final public
comment, followed by our BOCC discussion and the decision on our opinion. We'll pass
that decision on to the CGNAB and BGN.

The Zoom link for those three March meetings is: HTTPS://ZOOM.US/J/167562115
Again, please feel free to contact us with questions or comments by reply to this email, or by
attending the March 8 or March 15, 2022 Zoom meetings to present orally. Thank you very
much for your consideration and attention to the matter.
Respectfully,
Randall P. Wheelock
Clear Creek County Commissioner, District 3
P.O. Box 2000
Georgetown, CO 80444

(970) 390-2195 (cell)
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rwheelock@clearcreekcounty.us
Under CO Open Records Act, all messages sent to or by me from this account may be subject to public
disclosure, unless the word "private" or "confidential" is in the subject line.
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bayres1@earthlink.net
Monday, February 22, 2021 9:01 PM
bgnexec@usgs.gov; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock
Re-Naming Squaw Creek and Mt. Evans

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming
Advisory Board and Clear Creek County Board of Commissioners,
I am writing in support of efforts to re-name Squaw Mountain and Mt. Evans. I support renaming these two locations and giving them names that are suggested by the Indigenous
peoples of Colorado.
It is acknowledged widely that the word Squaw is derogatory and an ethnic and sexual slur.
This in no way honors the Native people. And Evans was involved in the Sand Creek
Massacre and we must re-name that mountain to honor the Native people.
Thank you for reading,
Barbara Ayres
1851 Raven Ave.
Estes Park, CO 80517
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Shipley <jacobtshipley@me.com>
Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:16 PM
Beth Luther; Randy Wheelock; Johnie.a.abad@state.co.us; bgnexec@usgs.gov
Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mountain

Dear Members of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Colorado Geographic Naming Advisory Board and Clear Creek
County Board of Commissioners,
My name is Jacob Shipley and I am emailing to encourage you to rename Mt. Evans and Sq**w Mountain, both in Clear
Creek County, Colorado, in solidarity with indigenous tribes.
Mt. Evans is named after John Evans, a man who engaged in massacres of native peoples and the word “sq**w” is a slur
used to describe indigenous women. Both of these names are not only outdated and offensive, but they also perpetuate
the negative and violent relationship that our country has with the indigenous communities. In Colorado, there were
multiple treaties with the native Cheyenne, Arapaho, and other tribes that nearly decimated those communities and still
effect them today.
I encourage you to work with indigenous tribal leaders to rename these mountains and begin the work of repairing the
centuries of destruction towards indigenous communities.
Thank you,
Jacob Shipley
he/him
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beverly Bennett <beaverholler@cs.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 12:05 PM
Beth Luther
Mount Evans name change

Dear County Commissioners,
Please don't negotiate with the Evans family to keep their name on Mount Evans. How disappointing that would be after
years of discussions to rename the mountain.
Silas Soule's family may not be speaking for him (?) but plenty of other people are. Count me as one of them and change
the name of Mount Evans to Mount Soule.
Rich Hurless
Aurora CO
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Beverly Bennett <beaverholler@cs.com>
Friday, March 4, 2022 9:26 AM
Beth Luther
john.e.bennett@comcast.net
Mount Evans name change

Hello! Please rename Mount Evans for Silas Soule, one of the most honorable men who ever walked this earth. Colorado
should be so proud fo call him their own and yet he's an unknown hero. He was as saintly at the Sand Creek Massacre
and afterwards, testifying to Congress about what he saw, as Gov. Evans was barbaric. The family name should be taken
off the mountain. His comment that Indians are not even human does not deserve to be remembered in any way.
I am disappointed that you are consulting with his family who are trying to keep the name Mount Evans. They should have
the grace and compassion to back away from this issue.
Please honor a deserving young man who was one of the few wiling to see the truth. His story is an inspiration and would
be especially valuable for young people to know. The should know that America really does have heroes although they
may not be the ones who are traditionally honored. What a statement you could make for generations to come.
Sincerely,
Beverly Bennett
Aurora CO
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Whitney Mitchell <waellis@comcast.net>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 12:59 PM
Beth Luther
Renaming Mt Evans

I am a resident of JeffCo (golden) now but grew up in clear creek county and attended king Murphy and clear creek
middle/high school. My husband (and children) are related to Silas Soule and I would urge the board to consider his
name as the best option for the mountain. I grew up on old squaw pass road and strongly believe that the names of
places should reflect the best not the worst of us. Silas Soule was an abolitionist ahead of his time and his bravery in the
face of the brutality that occurred at sand creek that day in November is worthy of an iconic mountain being named for
him.
Thank you for your consideration of changing it to Mount Soule!
Whitney Mitchell (Ellis)
The five name proposals and their nominators are listed below:







Mount Blue Sky — Southern Cheyenne & Arapaho tribes
Mount Cheyenne-Arapaho — Northern Cheyenne tribe
Mount Soule — private party
Mount Rosalie — private party
Mount Evans — Evans Family

Sent from my iPhone
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marj Oliver <marj6oliver@msn.com>
Thursday, March 3, 2022 6:22 PM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans rename opinion

Good Evening,
I understand you are reaching out for opinions on renaming Mt. Evans and have a couple of thoughts to share:
The article I read stated that the renaming was due to the fact that Governor Evans was in office when the Sand Creek
Massacre occurred and that’s a great reason to change the name just like they changed a street in Denver from
Chivington!
I would vote for Soule as the new name in honor of the man who refused to fire at the Sand Creek Massacre.
Thoughts on one of the others:
Do not name it Mt. Rosalie – I’m not sure how that made it this far; there’s already a Rosalie in the area (Peak) – I live at
the base of it currently. It would be confusing to use that name.
If not Soule, I would say honor the request of the Southern Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes and go with Blue Sky.
Thank you for considering my opinions on this!
Marj Oliver
Bailey, CO
Sent from Mail for Windows
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Beth Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Anderson <sjanderson1022@icloud.com>
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 4:25 PM
Beth Luther
Mt. Evans Name Change

Sugartop
Sent from my iPhone
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